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I  I INTRODUCTION:  Objective  and  scope  of  the  study 
The  original  version  of  this  study  <1>  was  undertaken  in  July 1986  on  the one 
hand  to  comply  with  a  request  of  the  Committee  on  Economic  and  Monetary  Affairs 
and  on  the other  hand  to  develop  a  methodology  for  the monitoring  of  the  action 
taken  by  the  Commission  and  the  Council  on  Parliament's opinions  and  resolu-
tions.  The  request  of  the  committee  and  the  general  interest  of  the  subject 
determined  the  choice  of  the  internal  market  as  the  subject of this  follow-up 
study.  The  first  updated  version  was  published by  the  Directorate-General  on 
Resarch  in  April  1987,  as  n°  1-1  of the  Action  Taken  series. 
This  second  updated  version of  the  study  pursues  the  monitoring  of  the  action 
taken  by  the  Commission  and  the  Council  until  15  March  1988,  mainly  on  the 
basis  of  the  Third  Progress  Report  of  the  Commission  on  the  implementation of 
the White  Paper  on  completing  the  internal  market  (2). 
Part  I  of this  study  monitors  the progress  made  to 15  March  1988,  with  refe-
rence  to the  updated  White  Paper's  programme  and  analyses  the  backlogs  with 
which  the  Commission,  the  Parliament  and  the  Council  are  confronted. 
The  second  part  of  the  study  contains  an  analysis of  the  action  taken  by  the 
Commission  and  the  Council  following  the  the  opinions  delivered by  the Parlia-
ment  on  legislative proposals  concerning  the  internal market.  These  case stu-
dies  cover  the  opinions  adopted  from  July  1984  to  March  1988  inclusive. 
PART  ONE:  THE  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  THE  COMMISSION'S  WHITE  PAPER  PROGRAMME  ON 
COMPLETING  THE  INTERNAL  MARKET 
1.  The  updating  of  the White  Paper  programm~ 
Since  the  White  Paper  was  published  in  June  1985  some  updating of  the  pro-
gramme  has  become  necessary.  Additional  proposals  have  been  introduced  <for 
example  in  the  telecommunications  sector)  whereas  in other  fields  a  number  of 
proposals  and  planned  initiatives have  been  withdrawn  from  the  programme  as 
they  have  become  outdated or  have  been  overtaken  by  alternative strategies 
developed  since  the  White  Paper  was  published.  For  example  a  number  of  fiscal 
proposals  have  been  withdrawn. 
(i);:~~~~~~~-~~-;~~;~~~;r 1986,  n°  9  of  the  'Economic  Series'  of  Research  and 
Documentation  Papers  produced  by  the  Directorate General  for  Research 
(2)COM(88)  134- Third  report  from  the  Commission  to the  Council  and  the 
European  Parliament  on  the  implementation  of  the  Commission's  White  Paper  on 
completing  the  internal  market,  Brussels,  21  March  1988 
- 3  -Furthermore  the  Commission  has  excluded  any  proposal  which  relates  solely to 
the  continuing  management  of  Community  policies  and  therefore  limited  itself 
to those  proposals  which  are directly  relevant  to the  abolition of  physical, 
technical  and  fiscal  barriers. 
The  net  effect  of  these  various  changes  is to produce  a  programme  consisting 
of  286  proposals,  which  is slightly smaller  than  the 300  proposals  in the 
original  White  Paper. 
2.  The  Single  European  Act 
The  Single  European  Act  which  entered  into  force on  1  July  1987  confirms  the 
target  date  of  31  December  1992  for  the  completion  of  the  internal  market  and 
endorses  the  Commission's  White  Paper  by  a  1pecific mention  in the  Intergo-
vernmental  Conference's  declaration on  the  new  Article 8  A of  the  EEC  Treaty. 
In  spite of this,  several  factors  have  contributed to slower progress  over  t~e 
last  year  : 
a)  the  delay  in  the  entry  into force  of  the Single Act  has  meant  that  the  move 
to more  voting  by  qualified majority  in the  Council  is only  just beginning  to 
speed  up  the  pace  of  adoption  of  White  Paper  proposals  ; 
b)  the Council's  reluctance  in  some  cases  to delegate  implementing  powers  to 
the  Commission  has  prevented  the  adoption  or  a  number  of  proposals  which  were 
otherwise  ready  for  decision. 
c)  between  the  entry  into  force  of  the  Single Act  and  the beginning of  May 
1988,  the  Council  has  already  adopted  32  common  positions,  the majority of 
which  20  concern  internal  market  proposals.  Although  not  all the  internal 
market  proposals  fall  under  the  two-reading  procedure,  it is  a  fact  that  92  of 
the  126  proposals  at  present  before  the  Council  fall  to  be  adopted  by  a  qua-
lified majority. 
3.  The  Commission's  Progress  reports  on  completing  the  internal  market 
Since  the publication of  its White  Paper,  the  Commission,  following 
Parliament's  request,  to date  has  submitted three progress  reports  on  the 
implementation  of  the  White  Paper  programme  (May  1986,  May  1987  and  March 
1988). 
The  Commission  will  also be  submitting to  the  Counci~ 3
~efore the  end  of  1988 
the  major  report  required  by  the Single  European  Act  on  the progress  made 
towards  achieving  the  internal  market  within  the  time  limit  of  31  December 
1992.  In  view  of  this,  the  Third  Progress  Heport  is  shorter  and  less detailed 
than  it would  otherwise  have  been. 
-3----------------------
(  )New  Article  8  8  of  the  EEC  Treaty 
- 4  -A comparison  of the figures  contained  in  the three Progress  reports gives  the 
following  picture  : 
Progress  Proposals  Submitted  by  still to be  I Total  number 
report  adopted  by  Commission  but  presented by  I  of  internal 
Commission  still before  Co111111ission  Market  proposals 
and  Council  Council  before 
31.12.1992 
First 
(May  1986>  27  105  +I- 168  +I- 300 
COMC86)  300 
Second  48  130  119  297 
<May  1987)  (+  9  <of  which  18  <of  which  9 
COM(87)  203  partially  were  not  in- were  not  in-
adopted)  eluded  in the  eluded  in the 
I  original  I  original 
!White  Paper)  !White  Pap\!r) 
I  I 
I  I 
Third  69  I  126  I  91  286 
(March  1988)  (+  6 par- I  <on  14  of  I 
COM(88)  134  tially  I  which  the  I 
adopted  !Council  alrea-1 
ldy  reached  a  I 
!common  position) 
I  I 
4.  The  backlogs  of  the  institutions 
A.  Commission 
The  Commission  has  to date,  presented  208  proposals  to the Council.  In 
addition to the  (updated)  White  Paper  programme,  the  Commission  has  taken 
related initiatives which,  whilst  not  forming  part of  the White  Paper 
programme  itself, nevertheless  provide parallel  support  to it.  ExaMples  of 
these various  initiatives include  the social  dimension  of  the  internal market, 
small  and  medium  sized enterprises  and  mergers. 
According  to  Annex  3 of  the  Commission's  Third  Progress  report  91  proposals 
are still to be  presented to Courncil  before  31  December  1992.  Vis  i  vis the 
White  Paper  timetable  51  of  the proposals are subject  to delay. 
In  some  cases,  however,  one  could  argue  that  the Commission  is perhaps 
proceeding  too  fast  in order  to meet  the deadlines,  so  that the quantity of 
the output  of proposals  acts to the detriment of their quality. 
- 5  -B.  Parliament 
According  to Annex  2 of  the  Commisssion's  Third  Progress  Report~ proposals 
are  listed as  still being  before  Parliament. 
This  figure calls for  some  comment.  In  fact,  Parliament's  backlog  amounts  to 
13  proposals,  if one  considers  that  it has  already given  its opinion  on  3 
proposals  whereas  the  parliamentary comittees  concerned  adopted  their  reports 
on  2 proposals  in  March  1988  and  will  adopt  their  reports on  10  other pro-
posals  in  April  or  May  1988.  In  two  cases  Parliament  has  applied  the 
referral-back  procedure,  in order  to  reach  a  compromise  with  the  Commission. 
C.  Council 
The  Council  has  to  date  adopted  69,  and  has  partially adopted  a  further  6 
internal  market  proposals.  A further  126  proposals  remain  on  the  Council 
table, on  14  of  which  the  Council  has  already  reached  a  common  position. 
Nevertheless,  this  backlog  is extremely  disappointing. 
Recently  progress  has  been  made  in the  sectors  concerning  the  new  approach  to 
technical  harmonisation  <simple  pressure vessels, safety of  toys>  vehicle 
exhaust  emissions,  pharmaceuticals,  non-life  insurance  and  airtransport. 
The  main  area  of  slippage  continues  to be  the plant  and  animal  health  sector 
where  17  proposals  remain  on  the  table.  There  is also a  lack of  progress  in 
the fields  of  foodstuffs  and  drinks,  as  well  as  on  the  nain proposals  concer-
ning  the  free  movement  of  individuals,  namely  the easing of  frontier  controls 
and  the  introduction of  a  general  right  of  residence.  There  have  also been 
delays  affecting  individual  proposals  on  road  transport,  the free provision of 
services  Cin  particular transport  and  broadcasting)  and  the harmonisation of 
both  company  taxation  and  the  structure of  indirect  taxation.  It is clear that 
the  Council  will  come  under  increasing pressure to accelerate the  adoption of 
internal  market  proposals  in order  to  respect  the White  Paper  timetable  and 
the 1992  deadline. 
5.  The  European  Parliament  and  the  cooperation  procedur~ 
In  its  report,  the  Commission  recognises  the  fact  that  the Parliament  has 
shown  a  desire to ensure  the  smooth  operation of  the  cooperation procedure. 
From  the  entry  into  force  of  the  Single  European  Act  to the  May  1988  part-
session,  i.e. over  a  period of  eleven months,  the  European  Parlia•ent  has 
delivered  a  total  of  26  second  readings  on  the  basis of  Council's  common 
positions,  of  which  16  have  been  finally  adopted  by  the  Council. 
19  of  these  second  readings  concerned  internal  market  proposals, of  which  to 
date 10  have  been  finally  adopted  by  the  Council. 
During  the  same  period  the  Parliament  has  delivered 18  f~rst  readings  on 
proposals  with  regard  to which  the  Council  has  not  yet  adopted  a  common 
position, whereas  in  6  cases  common  positions have  been  adopted  recently, 
which  await  the  second  reading. 
Taking  into account  the  initial take-off  problems  in  connexion  with  the 
two-reading  procedure,  the  European  Parliament  has  made  a  considerable effort 
and  therefore  the  criticism of  the  Commission  as  to  the slowness  of  parlia• 
mentary  procedures  does  not  seem  to be  entirely justified. 
- 6  -Annex  I  shows  the state of  play as  to the first eleven  months  of the 
cooperation  procedure. 
These  results  can  be  summarized  as  follows  : 
Results  of the  cooperation procedure 
(July 1987-May  1988) 
<numbers  between  brackets  refer to Annex  I) 
White  Paper  Non  White  Paper 
proposals  proposals 
Number  of  proposals  34  16 
of  which  : 
already adopted  by  Council  10  6 
(3r,57, 59,  (67,-68,  69, 
60,  66, 72,  91, 92,  106) 
75,81,83,88) 
second  reading  EP  9  1 
accomplished  (16-;-24,  29,  <'3"4> 
32, 42,  52, 
56,  70,  74) 
common  position adopted,  1  5 
but  second  reading  EP  <'!1)  (94,-96,  99, 
not  yet  accomplished  100,  101) 
First  reading  EP  14  4 
accomplished,  but  common  (6,--s-3,  62,  63,  c5s; 93, 
position not  yet  adopted  71,73,76,77,79,  102,  104) 
82,86,89,90,97) 
X  X 
X 
- 7  -
Total 
50 
16 
10 
6 
18 PART  TWO  :  ACTION  TAKEN  ON  PARLIARENT
1S OPINIONS  AND  CASE  STUDIES  THEREON 
1.  Acceptance  by  the  Commission  of  Parliament's amendments 
During  the  second  legislature i.e.  from  July 1984  till March  1988,  Parliament 
has  rendered  63  opinions  on  White  Paper  proposals  in which  it called on  the 
Commission  to adopt  amendments  to its proposals.  These  cases are  listed in 
An~ex II.  An  analysis of the Commission's  positions shows  that it has 
accepted  Parliament's amendments 
A)  entirely  :  in 15  cases  (+/- 25X>  ; 
B)  partially  :  in 38  cases  (+/- 60X>  and 
C)  that it could  not  accept  Parliament's  amendments  in 10  cases  (+/- 15X> 
The  number  of  second  readings  during this period  is too  small  to be  statis-
tically relevant.  Of  the  second  readings  concerning  internal  market  proposals 
listed in  Annex  II, Parliament  adopted  the  Council's  common  position without 
amendments  in 4  cases.  In  two  cases,  the Commission  adopted  the  second-
reading  amendments  entirely, whereas  they  were  rejected  1n  two  cases  and 
partially accepted  in one  case. 
It goes  without  saying  that  the  abovementioned  figures  are purely quantitative 
and  do  not  contain  any  information  on  the  relative importance  of the amend-
ments  accepted  or  rejected.  Therefore  Annex  II gives  a  summary  of  the 
Commission's  positions on  the opinions  concerned,  which  contains qualitative 
information  on  the  main  amendments  and  the  reasons  why  the Commission  could  or 
could  not  accept  them. 
2.  Acceptance  by  the  Council  of  Parliament's amendments/case  studies 
Of  the 63  proposals  listed in  Annex  II, the  Council  to date  has  adopted  21 
proposals, or  roughly  one  third  ••  These  cases  are  analysed  in some  detail 
below,  in order  to try to monitor  the  impact  of  the  Parliament  on  the 
legislative process  with  regard  to the  internal  market. 
Case  1  (Annex  II, n°  1>  Van  Rooy  report,  adopted  on  13  December  1984 
Directive 85/362/EEC  :  17th  Directive on  the  harmonisation of  the  laws  of the 
Member  States  relating to turnover  taxes  - Exemption  from  VAT  on  the temporary 
importation of  goods  other  than  means  of  transport  (OJ  L 192,  24.7.85) 
The  Council  accepted  one  of the two  amendments  proposed  by  Parliament  to 
article 6 of  the  Directive.  The  other  amendment  concerned  an  article in  the 
Commission's  proposal  which  has  not  been  incorporated  in the Directive as 
adopted  by  the  Council. 
Case  2  (Annex  II, n°  5)  Braun-Moser  report,  adopted  on  21  February  1986 
Council  Directive 86/94/EEC  amending  for  the  second  time  Directive 73/404/EEC 
on  the  approximation  of the  laws  of the  Member  States relating to detergents 
CO.J.  L 80,  25.3.86,  p.  51>.  Like  the  Commission  the  Council  did  not  accept 
Parliament•s  amendments  to  limit  the exemption  for dish-washing  products to 
only  the  year  after the  entry  into force  of  the  Directive.  However  the  Council 
did  shorten this  period till 31  December  1989,  whereas  the Commission  had 
proposed  31  December  1990. 
- 8  -Case  3  (Annex  II, n°  6)  Bueno  Vicente  report,  adopted  on  22  October  1986 
Directive 86/566/EEC  amending  the  First  Dir~ctive of  11  May  1960  for  the 
implementation  of  Article 67  of  the  Treaty  (OJ  L 332,  26.11.86,  p.  22>. 
The  Council  accepted the  extension of  the period of application of the 
safeguard  clause  for  Spain  by  2 years  <till 31  December  1990>  in  conformity 
with  Parliament's  amendment,  and  extended  this period with  a  further  2 years 
(till 31  December  1992)  for  Portugal  (cfr.  Article 2(2)8 of  the  Directive>. 
Case  4  (Annex  II, n°  9)  Rogalla  report,  adopted  on  11  May  1987 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  n°  3690/86  concerni~g the abolition within the 
framework  of  the  TIR  Convention  of  customs  formalities  on  exit  from  a  Member 
State at  a  frontier  between  two  Member  States  (OJ  L 341,  4.12.86,  p.  4> 
This  Regulation  covers  only  the  TIR-aspect  of  the  Commission's  proposal  and 
this  is only  a  partial adoption of this proposal.  The  European  Parliament  was 
not  consulted  on  this part  of  the  proposal.  Nevertheless  this  case  is 
mentioned  since  the  Regulation assures  the abolition of exit  formalities  for 
transport  of  goods  under  cover  of  TIR  carnets. 
Case  5  (Annex  II, n°  24>  Turner  Report,  adopted  on  16  January 1986 
Directive 86/457/EEC  on  specific training  in general  medical  practice postpones 
the obligation  for  general  medical  practitioners to hold  a  diploma  attesting 
specific  training  in general  medical  practice till 1  January  1997,  whereas  the 
Commission  had  proposed  1  January  1993.  As  from  1995  a  minimum  of  six months' 
training  in  an  approved  general  medical  practice will  be  required.  On  this 
point  the  Council  followed  the  Commission  and  not  the  EP,  which  had  proposed  a 
minimum  of  one  year.  (OJ  L 267,  19.9.86) 
Case  6  (Annex  II, n°  25)  Turner  report,  adopted  on  12  September  1986 
Council  Directive 87/54/EEC  on  the  legal  protection of  topographies  of 
semiconductor  products  (OJ  L 24,  27.2.87,  p.  36) 
The  Council  accepted  Parliament's  amendments  on  article 1(c)  (slightly 
redrafted>,  article 2(3), article 3(1)  article 4, article 5(1), article 5(4), 
artic·le  5(6)  Cas  far  as  the principle embodied  in this amendment  was 
concerned>,  and  article 7(3)  of the  Regulation.  Thus  the  Council  accepted 8  of 
the  12  amendments  adopted  by  the  Parliament. 
Case  7  <Annex  II, n°  33)  Klinkenborg  report,  adopted  on  19  November  1987 
Council  Directive 87/601/EEC  on  fares  for  scheduled air-services between  Member 
States  (OJ  L 374,  31.12.1987,  p.  12) 
Like  the  Commission,  the  Council  did  not  follow  Parliament  regarding  its sole 
amendment,  to article 12  of the Directive,  which  provided  for  a  consultation of 
the  EP.  on  the  subsequent  application of  this  Directive  and  the  automatic 
extension of the application of  the  Directive if the  Council  has  not  reached  a 
decision on  the  subsequent  application by  31  May  1990. 
- 9  -Case  8  (Annex  II, n°  34)  Klinkenborg  report,  adopted  on  19  November  1987 
Co~ncil Decision  87/602/87 on  the  sharing of  passenger  capacity between  air 
carriers on  scheduled air services between  Member  States and  on  access  for  air 
carriers to  schedules  air-service  routes  between  Member  States. 
Parliament's  sole  amendment,  to article 14  of this  Decision,  which  had  the  same 
scope  as  the  amendment  in the preceding  case  was  not  followed  by  the  Council. 
Case  9  (Annex  II, n°  35)  Wijsenbeek  report,  adopted  on  19  JUne  1987  + 
Klinkenborg  report,  adopted  on  19  November  1987 
Council  Regulation  <EEC)  n°  3976/87  on  the  application of article 85(3)  of the 
Treaty  to certain categories of  agreement  and  concerted practices  in the air 
transport  sector  (OJ  L 374,  31.12.87,  p.  9)  with  regard to the opinions of 
19.11.87. 
As  far  as  Parliament's  op1n1on  of  19.6.87 is  concerned  the Council,  like the 
Commission,  did  not  accept  Parliament's  amendment  to make  a  general  exemption 
possible  for  the  coordination of  time  tables~ 
Like  the  Commission,  the  Council  did  not  accept  Parliament's  amendments 
concerning  consultation of  the  Parliament  on  the  revision of  the Regulation by 
30  June  1990.  (The  Commission  considered this provision unnecessary  because 
article 87  of  the  EEC  Treaty provided  for  the  consultation of  the Parliament) 
Case  10  <Annex  II, n°  38)  Anastassopoulos  report,  adopted  on  11  September 
1986. 
a)  Regulation  No.  4058/86  of  22  December  1986  concerning  coordinated action to 
safeguard  free  access  to  cargoes  in ocean  trades  (OJ  L 378,  31.12.1986,  p. 
21) 
The  Council  accepted  the first  part of  Parliament's  amendment  to Article  1  of 
the  Regulation  <concerning  the principle of  free  access  and  the area  of  ap-
plication of  the  Regulation>,  and  part  of  the  amendment  to Article 3  of  the 
Regulation  (thereby  extending  the  conditions under  which  the Member  State may 
request  coordinated  action>. 
b)  Regulation  No.  4055/86  of  22  December  1986  applying  the principle of  free.om 
to  provide  services  to maritime  transport  between  Member  States  and  third 
countries  (OJ  L 378,  31.12.1986,  p.  1> 
The  Council  accepted  the  new  recital  after the  tenth  recital  concerning  the 
application of  the principle of  freedom  to  provide  services  to maritime 
transport.  It did  not  accept  the  amendment  to Article 5 of  the  Commission's 
proposal  (Article  7  of  the  Regulation)  concerning  the obligation to consult  the 
Parliament. 
c)  Regulation  No.  4056/86  of  22  December  1986  laying  down  detailed  rules  for 
the  application of  Articles 85  and  86  of  the Treaty to maritime  transport 
(OJ  L 378,  31.12.1986,  p.  4>. 
The  Council  accepted  the  reference  to Article 84(2)  of  the  EEC  Treaty  as  a 
legal  basis,  as  well  as  the  addition to ArticLe  4.  It did  not  accept  the 
obligation to  consult  the  Parliament  in  the  context  of  Articles 7  and  8  of  the 
Commission's  proposal. 
- 10  -d)  Regulation  No.  4057/86  of  22  December  1986  on  unfair pricing practices  in 
maritime  transport  (OJ  L 378,  31.12.1986,  p.  14) 
The  Council  partially accepted  the  amendment  concerning the definition of 
Community  shipowners  <Article 3(e)  of  the  Regulation>.  It did  not  accept  the 
other  amendments. 
Case  11  <Annex  II, n°  41)  McMillan-Scott  report,  adopted on  15  November  1985 
Council  Decision  adopting the programme  of  cooperation between  universities  and 
enterprises  regarding  training  in  the  field of  technology  <COMETT) 
The  Council  accepted  the  amendment  which  called for  an  annual  report  by  the 
Commission  to  the  European  Parliament  regarding-·the  implementation of the 
COMETT  programme,  as  well  as  one  of  the other two  amendments  which  the  Commis-
sion  had  accepted.  However,  this amendment  is purely  linguistic  in  character. 
Case  12  (Annex  II, n°  44)  Sherlock  report,  adopted  on  12  December  1984  <FR)  ; 
second  reading  on  18  November  1987 
Directive  amending  Directive 70/220/EEC  on  the  approximation of  the  laws  of  the 
Member  States  relating to measures  to be  taken  against  air pollution by  gases 
from  the  engines  of  motor  vehicles  (passenger vehicles) 
Parliament  had  adopted  the  Council's  common  position without  amendments. 
Case  13  (Annex  II, n°  45)  Schmid  report,  adopted  on  15  March  1985 
Directive  relating to  restrictions on  the marketing  and  use  of  certain 
dangerous  substances  and  preparations  <Seconc  PCB/PCT  Directive>  (8). 
An  immediate  ban  on  the  use  of  PCB's  and  PCT's  as  primary materials  and  inter-
mediate  products  for  processing  into other products  not  prohibited by  the  Di-
rective,  for  which  the  Parliament  had  pressed,  was  not  accepted  by  the Council. 
Moreover  the  Directive  as  adopted  by  the  Council  leaves  even  more  freedom  to 
the  Member  States  as  to  the  assessment  of the dangers  of these materials  and 
products  than  the  Commission's  proposal. 
In  comparison  with  the  Commission's  proposal  Parliament  scored  a  success  as  far 
as  the  date of  compliance  with  the  Directive  is  concerned  (Commission's 
proposal:  31  December  1989,  Parliament's  amendment:  31  December  1985,  Council's 
text:  30  June  1986.) 
Case  14  (Annex  II, n°  49)  Tongue  Report,  adopted on  16  January  1986 
Council  recommendation  of  22  December  1986  on  fire safety in hotels  (OJ  L 384, 
31.12.1986,  p.  60) 
The  Council  did  not  comply  with  Parliament's  request  for  a  legislative act  in 
the  form  of  a  Regulation,  but  adopted  a  <non  ~inding)  recommendation  on  fire 
safety,  as  well  as  a  recommendation  on  standardised  information  in existing 
hotels. 
<s>;~~-=-;~~~~~~~;~~:;~~ biphenyls  <PCBs>  and  therphenyls  <PCTs) 
- 11  -Case  15  (Annex  II, n°  50)  Collins  report,  adopted  on  11  October  1985 
Directive prohibiting the  use  in  livestock  farming  of  certain substances  having 
a  hormonal  action 
In  this  case  Parliament  scored a  real  success,  since  the  Council  adopted  the 
amendment  to  authorise  the  administering  to  farm  animals  of Oestradiol  17  B, 
Testosterone  and  Progesterone  only  for  therapeutic  purposes,  whereas  the  Com-
mission  had  proposed  to authorize the  use  for  fattening  purposes. 
However,  the  Council  did  not  accept  the  amendments  which  would  give  responsibi-
lities to the  EP,  which  in  the  Directive  as  adopted  by  the  Council  are attribu-
ted to the  Standing  Veterinary  Committee. 
Cases  16  and  17  (Annex  II, n°  51  and  52)  Parodi  Report,  adopted  on  16  January 
1986 
Council  Directive of  22  December  1986  on  the  approximation  of  high  technology 
medicinal  products,  particularly those derived  from  biotechnology  (OJ  L  15, 
17.1.1987,  p.  38) 
The  Council  accepted  Parliament's  amendment  to  the  preamble,  in which  the 
priority of  the public  health  aspect  is stated.  The  other  amendments  were  not 
accepted. 
Council  Directive  of  22  December  1986  amending  Directive 65/65/EEC  on  the 
approximation  of  provisions  laid down  by  law,  regulation or administrative 
action  relating to proprietary medicinal  products  (OJ  L 15, 17.1.1987,  p.  38). 
Like  the  Commission,  the  Council  did  not  accept  the  amendment  which  provided 
for  the  imposition  of  a  licence fee. 
Case  18  (Annex  II, n°  53)  Braun-Moser  report,  adopted  on  21  February  1986 
Directive  86/94/EEC  amending  for  the  second  time  - Directive  73/404/EEC  on  the 
approximation  of  the  laws  of  the  Member  Stat~s relating to detergents 
The  Council  did  not  go  as  far  as  the  European  Parliament  regarding  the  ultimate 
date  for  exemptions  in  its amendment  to article 1, paragraph  1, but  further 
than  the  Commission  had  proposed.  As  far  as  the  amendment  to the  second  para-
graph  of this article was  concerned  the  Council  went  even  further  than  Par-
liament  by  permitting exemptions  only until  31  December  1989,  whereas  Parlia-
ment  had  called for  31  December  1990  as  the ultimate date. 
Case  19  (Annex  II, n°  54/55)  Collins  Report,  adopted  on  18  April  1986 
Council  Directive of  16  September  1986  concerning  the examination of  animt9' 
and  fresh  meat  for  the  presence  of  residues  (OJ  L 275,  26.9.1986,  p.  36). 
The  Council  did  not  follow  any  of  the  amendments  adopted  by  the Parliament,  in 
spite of  the  fact  that  the  Commission  had  considered  them  to be  acceptable. 
(
9)~~~~-~~:~~~~-~~;~~~~:e embodies  two  White  Paper  Proposals  (COM(81>  501  and 
COM(85)  192) 
- 12  -3.  Assessment  of  Parliament's  impact  on  the  decision-makin  process  in the 
Counc1 
Of  the  21  Council  decisions  analysed  above  (case  4  concerns  a  partially adopted 
Regulation,  whereas  case  10  comprises  4  Regutations)  there was  complete 
acceptance  of  Parliament's  amendments  in one  case  (N°  3>,  partial acceptance  in 
12  cases  and  rejection  in 8  cases.  In  view  of the  limited number  of  cases,  it 
is difficult  to draw  statistical  conclusions  from  these figures.  It is clear, 
however,  that  although  the  Council  accepted  considerably  fewer  of  Parliament's 
amendments  than  did  the  Commission,  in  some  cases  Parliament  scored a  real 
success  regarding  major  amendments  <espaciall~ 1
&~ the  case of the prohibition 
of  certain substances  with  a  hormonal  action)  •  In  the other  cases  the 
success  was  only partial or  concerned  rather technical points. 
It  is  too  early to assess  the  extent  to which  the  new  cooperation  procedure 
will  increase  the  impact  of  Parliament's opinions,  since up  to 15  March  1988 
the  Council  had  only  adopted  three decisions under  the  new  procedure  with 
regard to which  Parliament  had  adopted  amendments,  either on  first or  second 
reading,  only  one  of  which  was  a  White  Paper  proposal. 
CONCLUSIONS  AND  SUGGESTIONS 
The  main  conclusions  to be  drawn  from  this  follow-up  study are: 
1.  The  European  Parliament  has  played  a  stimulating  role  in the decision-ma-
king  process  leading  to the presentation of  the White  Paper  programme  and  now 
has  an  even  more  important  role to play after the entry  into  force  of  the 
Single  Act. 
2.  As  far  as  its advisory  function  in the  legislative process  is  concerned 
the  EP  has  delivered  its op1n1ons  on  the  Commission's  White  Paper  proposals 
within  a  very  reasonable  time. 
A further  improvement  consists  in  the  agreement  between  Parliament  and 
Commission  on  an  annual  legislative programme,  in  which  internal  market 
proposals  play an  important  role.  A new  phenomenon  is  the  changing  proportion 
of  legislative and  non-legislative opinions  of the  European  Parliament,  which 
during  1987  has  shown  a  significant  decrease  in own-initiative  resolutions. 
This  phenomenon  can  at  least partly be  explained by  the deadlines  imposed  upon 
Parliament  under  the  cooperation  procedure.  On  the other hand  the opinions  of 
Parliament,  in view  of  the  highly  technical  character of  many  internal  market 
proposals,  have  a  tended  to become  more  technical,  which  in principle  is a 
sound  basis  for  greater  impact  of  Parliament  on  the  legislative process. 
3.  In  approximately  85%  of  the  cases  in which  Parliament  called on  the 
Commission  to  adopt  amendments  to its proposals  the executive has  totaly or 
partially complied  with  Parliament's  wishes.  This  represents  an  increased 
proportion  in  comparison  with  the  previous  periods  covered  by  the  successive 
Progress  Reports  of  the  Commission. 
(16)--------------------
It should  be  recalled that  the  Court  of  Justice  in  its ruling of  23 
February  1988  in  case  68/86 has  annulled  Directive 85/649  on  grounds  of 
infringement  of  an  essential procedural  requirement  by  the  Council. 
However,  this  ruling does  not  affect  the  contents of the  Directive,  which 
in  the meantime  has  been  put  into force  again  by  the  Council. 
- 13  -in  cases  Like  the Hermanreport  on  information  services  markets  Ccf.  Annex  II, 
n°  20)  in  where  the  Commission  accepted all  19  amendments,  the Parliament  has 
de  facto  played  a  role  of  co-initiator of  Community  legislation which  goes  far 
beyond  its purely  advisory  function. 
4.  It appears  that  the  new  cooperation  procedure  offers better possibilities 
for  an  active  follow-up  to Parliament's opinions,  i.eG  in  the  course of  the 
Legislative process  Leading  to the  adoption of  a  common  position by  the 
Council,  and  not  just  a  posteriori.  So  far  the  weak  spot  of the follow-up 
procedure  has  been  the  lack  of  willingness  of the  Council  to  furnish  to 
Parliament  and  its comittees  the  necessary  information  on  the  course of the 
legislative process,  in  spite of  an  earlier undertaking  by  the  Council  to that 
effect.  This  being  so,  it is essential  that  ~he Commission  should  inform 
Parliament  regularly on  the progress  of  its proposals  throughout  their period 
in  Council. 
The  political  responsibility  for  this  active  follow-up,  according  to 
Parliament's  new  Rules  of  Procedure,  lies clearly with  the parliamentary 
committees. 
In  regard  to  the  prov1s1on  of  information  for  Members  in plenary session,  the 
existing procedure  under  which  the  Commission  gives  a  monthly  statement  on  its 
follow-up  to those  legislative opinions  of  Parliament  adopted  during  the 
previous  two  months,  a  notable  improvement  could  be  secured by  introducing  a 
question-time  type  of  procedure.  This  would  permit  the  Commission  the better 
to prepare  its answers  and  to go  into more  detail, as  well  as  to  extend the 
procedure  to opinions  adopted  at earlier sessions.  In  this way  Parliament 
would  be  better  informed,  especially on  the more  controversial  Commission 
proposals  which  are  blocked  in  Council  or  Coreper. 
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51)  52)  I/39,  I/43  (Parodi/16.1.86)  (A2-153/85) 
53/54  I/14,  I/15  (Collins/18.4.86)  (A2-5/86) 
55)  II/41  (Van  der  Lek/16.4.86)  (A2-16/86) 
56/57)  II/44,  II/47  (Schleicher/10.3.87)  (~2-235/86) 
58/59)  II/45,  II,46  (Jepson/10.3.87)  (A2-240/85) 
60)  II/29  (Vittinghof/19.6.87)  (A2-88/87)(~R) 
61)  II/54  (Sherlock/28.10.87)  (AZ-169/87)  (FR) 
62)  II/50  (Jackson/18.11.87)  (A2-180/87)  (FR) 
63)  II/38  (Ghergo/19.2.82)  (1-643/81) 
ANN. IT  -2-
(8)  + 10.2.88  (SR)(A) 
(8) 
(8) 
(8) 
(8) 
(C) 
(8) 
(8) 
(A) 
(8) 
(8) 
(8) 
(C)  +  18.11.87  CSR)(C) 
(8)  + 13.4.88  (SR)(-) 
(8) 
(8)  +  9.3.99  (SR)  (8) -----------~-------------------~------------~-------------------~-----------
1)  Eco~omic/van Rooy  2-1136/84  13.12.84  CC  14.9.84  (Arts.  99  and  100 
of  EEC  Treaty)  <2-589/84  - COM(84)  412  fin.) 
2) 
3)4) 
Seventeenth directive on  the  harmonization  of  the  La~s of  the  Meruber  States 
relating  to  turnover  taxes  - exemption  from  value  added  tax  on  the  temporary 
importation of  goods  other  than  means  of  transport 
The  EP  endorsed  the objective of  the  proposal  - simplification of  the  mov~ment 
of  goods  and  services  within  the  Community  - sincP  t~is would  help  to  con-
solidate  the  common  market,  It  pointed out,  however,  that  this proposal 
was  only  a  small  step  in  that  direction and  that,  once  the proposal  for 
a  fourt~enth directive  had  been  adopted,  the  seventeenth  VAT  directive  would 
be  very  r~stricted in  scope.  Parliament  also  took  the  view  that  to debar 
legal  persons  with  a  'fi~ed establishment'. in  a  particular Meaber  State 
from  benefiting  from  the  proposed  drrangcments  for  temporary  i~portation 
into  that  state was  an  unnecessary  restriction on  the  scope of  the directive. 
<PV  13.12.84,  pp.  67  (dir~ctivE)  and  70  (resolution)) 
The  Commission  (Tugendhat)  stated that  it  could  accept  Parliament
1s  ~mend­
ments. 
<CRE  p.  284) 
ANN. II 
Economic  /Rogalla  <A2~182/85)  14.1.86  (PV  p.  II/16> 
<2-45~/84 - COMC84)  313  final) 
Sixteenth directive  on  the  harmonization  of  the  laws  of  the  Member 
States  relating  to  turnover  taxes  - common  system  of  value  added  tax: 
common  scheme  for  certain  goods  on  which  value  added  tax  has  been 
finally  paid  and  which  are  imported  by  a  final  co~sumer in one  Mem~er 
State  from  another  Member  State 
The  Commission  (Lord  Cockfield)  stated  that  it  could  accept  the  exemption 
from  VAT  of  means  of  transport  such  as  cars  that  were  more  than  five 
years  old,  whereas  the  EP  wished  to  amend  this  age  limit  to  four  yea~. 
For  other  goods,  the  Commission  could  accept  an  age  limit  of  at  least 
one  year,  while  the  EP  was  seeking  to  reduce  this  to  six  months. 
CCRE  PP~  76-7?  and  103-104) 
EconomiciBesse  CA2-179/85)  14.1.86  (PV  p.  11/25) 
<C2-29/85  - COM(85)  150  final  and  COM(85)  151  f1nal) 
I.  01rective  laying  down  certain  rules  on  indirect  taxes  which  J~f~ct 
the  consumption  of  alco~olic drinks 
II.  Directive  concerning  the  harmcnizat·ion  of  (·xc:ise  duties  on 
fortified  wine  ar.d  similar products 
On  proposal  I,  the  Commission  {Lord  Cockfield)  was  again~t  amt.:ndment'> 
1  and  2,  which  sought  to  make  the  application  of  d  single  exc1~c tiu1y 
to still wine  compulsory  1r1  all  Member  States,  since  this  would  dupl i~ate 
one  of  the  prov~sions of  the  proposal  for  a  common  excise duty  or~  Wli•C 
which  the  Commission  had  submitted  to  the  Council  in  197?,  Lul  on  .. :'1:d1 
the  Council  had  not  yet  taken  a  decision.  The  ComiTiission  ~.Jas  dlso 
opposed  to  amendments  11  and  33,  which  sought  to  extend  the  Court 
ruling  in  Case  170/78  on  the  taxation of  wine  to  that  of  beer. 
<CRf  pp.  84-8'1) 
-3-5)  -Economic/Braun-Moser  (A2-135/85)  21.2.86  (PV  p.  II/41) 
COM(85)  217  final  - C2-50/85) 
Directive  amending  Directive  73/404/EEC  on  the  approximation 
of  the  laws  of  the  Member  States  relating to  detergent~ 
'rhe  Commission(Clinton  Davis)  counselled against  the  amendment 
limiting the  exemption  for  dish-washing products  to one  further 
year  only,  since  such  a  deadline  would  not  allow sufficient 
time  for existing stocks  to be  disposed  of without  causing 
problems,  and  would  confer  a  1e  facto  monopoly  to one  particular 
company. 
( CRE  p. 32 3) 
6)  - Economic/Bueno  Vicente  (A2-110/86)  22.10.86  (M.p.II/2) 
COM  (86)  326  final-C2-S4/86) 
Directive  amending  for  the  third  time  the  first directive 
for  the  implementation of Article  67  of  the  EEC  Treaty 
(liberalization of capita  1  movement) 
The  Commission(Delors)  announced  that it was  willing to  amend 
its proposal  as  Parliament wished  by eytending the  period  of 
application of  the  safeguard  clause  for  Spain  and  Portugal 
by  two  years.  This  was  Parliament's  only  amendment  to  the 
Commission  proposal. 
(VR.pages  132-135) 
7)  8)  - Economic/Wedekind  (A2-249/86)  6. 4.1987  (M.p.  II/19)  (2-1352/84-
COM(84)  649  final~  2-1351/84  - COM(84)648  final) 
I.  Eighteenth  Directive  on  the  harmonization of  the  laws  of 
the  Member  States  relating to turnover  taxes  - abolition 
of certain derogations  provided  for  in Article  28(3)  of 
Directive  77/388/EEC- common  system of  value  added  tax 
TT.Nineteenth  Directive  on  the  harmonization of  the  laws  of  the 
Member  States  relating to turnover  taxes,amending Directive 
77/388/EEC  - common  system of  value  added  tax 
Of  the  17  amendments  tabled by  the  Committee  on  Economic  and  Mone 
tary Affairs,the  Commission(Lord  Cockfield)  said that it was 
able  to accept  nine  without  reservation.  Concerning the  four 
amendments  relating to  the  tax~tion of  gold  transactions  ~nd 
the  exemption  of services  supplied by artists,a compromise 
was  reached  by  the  Commission  and  the  committee,namely mainte-
nance  of  the  status quo  pending  further  proposals  from  the 
Commission~  In  view  of this  compromise,  the  Commission  accepted 
Amendments  Nos.  3  and  ]5 deleting the  provisions  on  value  added 
tax  on  gold  transactions  and  exemptions  for  services  provided 
by artists. 
The  Commission  was  unable  to  accept  Awendment  no.S(eyemptions 
for  amateur  sporting events,since  in  practice it would  be 
difficult to distinguish betwee  professional  and  amateur 
sports),  Amendment  No.  14  (concerning  the  definition of  a 
ANN.  II 
'FiYed  establishment',  since  the  definition  proposed  by 
Parliament would,  in the  Commission's  opinion,  be  too 
inflexible)  and  Amendment  No.l7(which  sought  to exempt  the 
supply of daily  and  weekly  newspapers  from  VAT). 
(  VR  p. 2 2 12 3 ) 
-4-9)  - Economic/Rogalla  <A  2-34/87)  11.5.1987  (PV  p.  II/13)  ~C 2-138/86-
COM(86)  524  final). 
Regulation  on  the  abolition of  exit  formalities  at  internal  Community 
frontiers  - introduction of  common  border posts 
The  Commission  (Sutherland)  rejected  the  two  amendments  (nos.  1  and  9) 
referring  to  the  legal  basis  of  the  proposal.  It thought  that 
Article 3, etc.  of  the  EEC  Treaty  provided  too  weak  a  legal  foundation. 
It  also thought  that  no  reference  should  be  made  to the Single Act 
before  it had  been  ratified.  The  Commission  would,  hcwever,  change 
Article  235  into Article 100 A,  as  soon  as  the Single Act  ca.e into 
force. 
With  regard  to amendments  nos.  2  and  3  (to Articles 2  and  3  of  the 
proposal)  there  was  no  fundamental  difference of opinion, but  the 
Commission  preferred  its own  wording. 
With  regard  to amendment  No.  4,  the  Commission  thought  it  unnecessary  to 
make  a  special  report  to Parliament  on  the application of  the  regulation 
seeing  that  it already published  an  annual  report  on  progress  in 
implementation of  the  white  paper on  the  completion of  the  internal 
rna rket. 
Finally the  Commission  found  amendment  No.  5,  which  stated that  the 
regulation  would  cease  to apply  on  31  December  1992,  superfluous, 
because  this date  was  expressly  mentioned  in  the Single Act  as  the final 
date  for  completion  of  the  internal  market. 
(CRE  pp.  19-20) 
10)  Econo.ic/1.  Friedrich  (A  2-46/87)  18.6.1987  <PV  p.II/24)  CC  2-108/86-
COM(86)  444  final) 
Directive  amending  Directive 77/388/EEC  on  the  harmonizat1on  of  the  laws 
of  the Member  States  relating to turnover  taxes  in  respect  of  the  common 
value  added  tax  scheme  applicable to  sMall  and  medium-sized  businesses 
The  Commission  (Lord  Cockfield)  said it could  accept  the  following 
amendments  to  its proposal:  no.  3  (whereby  the  limit  for  the  annual 
turnover for  the  simplified  scheme  was  increased  from  150  000  ECU  to 
200  000  ECU>;  no.  4  (whereby  the  taxable  person  is given  the  opportunity 
of  making  a  return  more  than  once  a  year)  and  no.  5  <whereby  taxable 
persons  who  are eligible for  the  simplified  scheme  may  opt  for  the  normal 
VAT  scheme).  The  Commission  was  less  happy  with  amendment  no.  1  (whereby 
Member  States  could  only  introduce  a  higher  tax  exemption  limit  of 
35  000  ECU  for  three  years)  as  this would  introduce  an  element  of 
uncertainty  that  would  discourage  the  Member  States  from  1mplementing  the 
arrangem~nt, which  would  be  counterproductive. 
The  Commission  also advised against  amendment  no.  2,  which  made  provision 
for  graduated  tax  relief for  an  annual  turnover  of  less  than 35  000  ECU, 
because  the  arrangement  was  primarily  intended  to give  the  companies 
concerned  complete  exemption  and  graduated  relief would  lead  to 
co•plications 
(CRE  pp.  184-186> 
ANN. II  -s...: 11)  First  reading 
Econ~ic/Beumer (A  2-100/86)  9.7.1987  (PV  p.  Il/32)  (C  2-64/86- COM(86)  297 
final> 
Directive amending  Directive 77/62/EEC  coordinating public  supply  contracts 
and  deleting  certain provisions of  Directive 80/767/EEC 
The  Commission  (Lord  Cockfield)  said it could  accept  the  following  amendMents: 
no.  1  (on  the proposal's  legal  basis,  i.e. Article 100 A of the  EEC  Treaty 
instead of Article 100,  owing  to  the  coming  .into  force  of the Single Act> 
no.  5  (with  regard  to non-public procedures- Article 4  of  the 
Commission's  proposal  - with  the  exception of the third  indent,  relating 
to equal  opportunities> 
no.  12  <on  statistical reporting) 
no.  8  (to Article 7  of the proposal,  in  which  th~ use  of  European 
standards  is made  compulsory). 
With  regard to a  number  of  other amendments,  the Com•ission  could  endorse  the 
political  substance even  though  it  sometimes  had  difficulty with  the  wording, 
as  for  example,  in amendment  no.  10  on  •onitoring compliance  with  the 
directive.  According  to the Commissioo  the  aMendment  was  partly out  of date, 
as it had  put  forward  official proposals  in this connection  on  1  July. 
Amendment  no.  7  (to Article 6  (2)  {b)  of  the  propos~l), which  excluded  fro• 
the proposal articles manufactured  for  research and  developaent,  was 
acceptable  in principle,  though  too generally  worded  and  should therefore be 
looked  at  again. 
The  Commission  also agreed  with  the principle of  bringing  the defence  sector 
more  into the  internal  market  <amendment  no.  4  on  the insertion of  a  new 
article 2a)  but  wanted  to  investigate  the proble• in a  broader context than 
this  directive. 
The  Commission  likewise  thought  that amendment  no.  11  on  regional preferences 
should  also  be  considered in a  wider  context.  The  Co.mission  was  now  looking 
into a  more  satisfactory solution  in  the  framework  of Article  130A  of the 
Treaty  and  the  review  of  structural funds. 
With  regard  to the exceptions to  the  application of  the directive  in certain 
sectors  (Article 2  (2)  of  the  proposal>.,  the  COitMiss-.ion  agreed  with  Parlia~~ent 
that  these  exceptions  should  only  remain  in  force until  1  July 1990  with  the 
proviso that  the appropriate  technical  adaptations  should  be  Made  to the 
directive. 
Amendment  no.  6  (to Article  5)  which  provided for application of  the GATT 
threshold to  all government  contracts  would,  on  the  one  hand,  si~lify 
legislation but, on  the other,  would  lead to coMPlications when  there were 
fluctuations  in the threshold. 
AMendment  no.  9  {on  informing  unsuccessful  candidates - Article 11  (2)  of  the 
proposal)  would  according  to the Com•ission  result  in  too  IDUCh  bureaucratic 
rerl  tape.  The  Commission  preferred another  approach  whereby  the  inforMation 
would  be  published after the award. 
The  Commission  was  obliged to reject  the  amendMents  concerning equal 
opportunities for  women  and  Minorities  (Nos.  29  and  30,  and  No.  5, third 
indent>  since they  did  not  meet  the proposed purpose  and  offered no  legal 
certainty. 
After Parliament  had  adoped  only  the first part of  a•endment  no.  30  (new 
Article 13b>, Lord  Cockfield  said that  in  this form  it was  acceptable. 
CCRE  pp.135-137  and  142> 
ANN. II  -6-11)  Second  reading 
011  E~ono.i  ~/Bel.lne  r  (A  2-228/87)  16.12. 1  ~}BI'  ( ?V  pp.  I I/20) 
<C  2-184/8n 
Directive amending  Directive 77/62/EEC  relatinq  to  the  coordination of 
procedures  on  the  award  of  public  supply  contr~cts and  deleting  certain 
provisions  of  Directive 801767/EEC 
The  Commission  (lord Cockfield)  expressed  the  follo\.Jing  views  on  the 
amendments  that Parliament  adopted  to  the  C•Jtmcil.'s  common  position at 
the  second  reading. 
Amendment  No.  1 
The  CoMmission  agreed  with  this  amendment,  which  made  it clear  that 
defence  was  covered  by  the  directive,  f>·'ce;n  as  specifically  provided  for 
;n Article 223(1)(b)  of  the Treaty. 
Anaenchnent  No.  2 
The  Commission  admitted that  Article  4  ~n  the Council's  common  position 
was  unclear  and  that Parliament's  amendment  was  clearer  and  better 
drafted.  Lord  Cockfield  thought  that  the best  solution  would  be  to 
separate  the  problem  of  def1nition of  procedures  from  that  of  their 
application,  which  would  not  change  the  thrust  of Parliaaent's aMendMent. 
Amendment  No.  3 
Article 7,  on  the  technical  specifications,  was  one  of  the  central 
provisions of  the  directive. 
The  key  improvement  was  that  reference  should  be  made  to European 
standards  where  these  exist.  The  common  position of  the Council 
recognized this principle but  then  admitted  a  long  series of exceptions, 
which  made  the  text  confused  and  undermined  the  basic  principle. 
Consequently,  the Commission  regarded  Parliament's amendMent  as  a 
reasonable  compromise,  which  took  full  account  of  practic~l proble•s that 
could  arise  and  maintained  the  basic  principle.  The  Commission  would 
support  it. 
Amendment  No.  4 
This  amendment  (new  Article  13a>  was  intended  to prevent  the  securing of 
an  unfair economic  advantage  by  failure  to  meet  certain statutory health 
and  safety  regulations. 
The  Commission  would  defend  this  amendment  in  the Council. 
Antendment  No.  5 
The  Coamission  could also accept  this  amendment,  (new  article 13b>, 
concerning  regional  preferences. 
Amendllent  No.  6 
The  Commission  was  convinced  on  the  need  for  effective Measures  to ensure 
compliance  with  the  directive  and  could  thus  accept  the a•end•ent  (new 
Article 30a>,  although  the  proposed  date  (1  July 1988>  was  no  longer 
realistic.  He  therefore  proposed 31  December  1988  as  the  deadline  for 
adoption  by  the Council. 
( CRE  p.  48) 
ANN. II  _.,_  , 12)  First  reading 
Econoaic/Oppenheim  (A  2-87/87)  9.7.1987  (PV  p.  II/45)  (C  2-149/86- COMC86) 
541  final)  · 
Directive on  the  approximation  of  the  laws  of  the  MeMber  States concerning  the 
safety of  toys 
The  Commission  (Varfis)  was  able to accept  the  following  aMendments:  nos.  2 
<Article  5 of  the proposal>, 3  <Article 7<1>>,  5  <Article 8<1>,  6  (Article 
8C2>>,  9  (Article 9>,  12  (Article 10<3>  at the  end>,  13  (Article 10,  new 
paragraph 4a), 14  (deletion of Articles  11  to 14>, 15  (Article 15>,  16 
(addition to Article 15(4), 17  (Article 16<1>>,  18  (addition to Article 16(1), 
at  the  end>,  19  (Article 16<2>>,  20  (Article 17)  and  23  (Annex  II  (II>  (1) 
(d)). 
The  Commission  thought  that  these amendments  were  an  i•prove•ent  on  its own 
text. 
The  Commission  could  also accept  the  substance of  two  a•endaents  tabled by  the 
Committee  on  the Environment  (nos.  34  and  35  to Annex  IIC5)  - the electrical 
specifications of  toys).  Apart  from  nos.  22  (to Annex  1(11)  and  (12), 24 
<Annex  1IC1l)  <3>  (ii)  <a>,  25  and  26,  the Ca.mission  was  also able  to accept 
all  the other amendments.  CRE  pp.  143-144> 
12)  Second  reading 
- o  II Econo•ic/Oppenheim  (A  2-311/87)  9.3.1988  (PV  p.  II/23) 
(C  2-272/87) 
Directive  on  the  approximation of  the  laws  of  the Member  States concerning 
the safety of  toys 
The  Commission  (Varfis)  opposed  the  five  amendments  adopted at the second 
reading.  It shared the  concern  voiced  in these amendMents  but felt that 
this  proposal  for  a  directive was  not  the  right  place  for dealing with  the 
points  raised by  Parliament. 
(CRE  pp.  31-32) 
13)  First  rea~ing 
- • 0  Economic/Schreiber  (A  2-130/87  +  A 2-129/87)  18.9.1987  (M  p.  II/13  + 
11/17)  (C  2-189/86  - COM(86)  682  final;  C 2-42/87  - COMC87)  133  final) 
Proposal  for  a  directive  amending  Directive 84/538/EEC  on  the  approximation 
of  the  laws  of  the  Member  States  relating  to the  permissible  sound  power 
level  of  lawnmowers 
The.Commission  (Clinton  Davis>  accepted  the amendments  changing  the  legal 
bas~s of  those  proposals  <Articles  8A  and  100A  of  the  EEC  Treaty  instead of 
Art1cle  100>.  In  addition,  the  Commission  was  prepared  to meet  the  wish  of 
the  rapporteur  that  both  proposals  under  discussion  should  form  one  single 
amending  directive. 
The  Commission  could  not  accept  the  proposal  by  Parliament  to  reduce  the 
sound  level  to 86  decibels  since,  on  the  basis of  its research,  92  decibels 
rep~esented a  cohe~ent and  reasonable  figure  {see Amendment  No.  2 to 
Art1cle  1  of  the  f1rst  proposal). 
(VR  p.  265  - 266) 
13)  Second  reading 
(a)  Approval  of the coaaon  position of the  Council: 
I 
- o  II Economic/Schreiber  (A  2-288/87)  9.3.1988  (PV  p.  Il/25) 
(C  2-246/87) 
ANN. I!  -8-14)  *o  Economic/Schreiber  <A  2-128/87)  18.9.1987  (M  p.  II/19).  (C  2-57/87-
COM{87>  194  final) 
Proposal  for  a  directive on  the  approximation  of  the  laws  of  the  Member 
states  relating  to  certain  components  and  characteristics of  wheeled 
agricultural  or  forestry  tractors 
rhe  Commission  (Narjes)  could  accept  the  amendments  to its proposal,  i.e. 
reference  to  Article  100A  of  the  EEC  Treaty  as  the  legal  basis  of  the 
proposal  and  the  proposals  for  consolidation of  Community  legislation on  the 
matter. 
(VR  p.  267) 
15)  - 0  Economic/Bueno  Vicente  <A  2-153/87)  14.10.1987  (PV p.  II/21) 
(C  2-202/86 - COM(86)  756  final  3) 
Directive on  the approximation of  the  laws,  regulations  and administrative 
provisions  of  the  Member  States  relating  to construction products 
The  Commission  (Lord  Cockfield)  could accept  Amendments  Nos.  1  and 2,  both 
tabled  by  the  Committee  on  Economic  Affairs.  No.1  amends  the  l~gal basis 
of the proposal  (Article 100A  instead of Article 100 of  the EEC  Treaty). 
No.  2,  concerning Article 21<1>  of  the proposal,  seeks  to  make  the 
safeguard clause more  specific, so that  the Member  Stat~s will not  be  able 
purely  by  whim  to  exclude  certain products  by  invoking  requirements  in  the 
general  interest. 
The  Commission  could not accept  Amendments  Nos.  3  and 5.  ~o. 3  (to 
Annex  II - Procedure  for  European  technical  approval>  seeks  to  extend  the 
scope  of Annex  II to technical standards,  which  in Lord  Cockfield's view 
would  not  be  appropriate,  since the procedures  for  the  recognition of 
standards are being elaborated  in a  different  framework. 
With  regard  to Amendment  No.5  <also  concerning  Article 21),  which  makes 
the  temporary prohibition of dangerous products or their subjection to 
special  conditions  compulsory,  Lord  Cockfielrl pointerl  out  that  this 
amendment  had  been rejected by  the Committee on  Economic  Affairs. 
(CRF.  pp.  158-159) 
ANN. II  -9-16) 1  1 7 )  1  18) 
Econo•ic/Cassidy  (A  ~-1t71/B7> 27.10,1987  (PV  p. II/3)  (C  2-218/86-
COM(86)  584  final)Upaa  ed by  COM\87) 21 
Directive aMending  for the third time directive 83/171/EEC  deterMining the 
scope of Article 14(1)(d)  of  Directive  77/388/EEC  as  regards  exe•ption 
fro111  value added tax on  the final  importation of certain goods 
Econoeic/Cassidy  (A  2-17?/87)  27.10.1987  (PV  p.  II/4)  (C  2-188/86-
COM(86)  584  final) 
Directive aMending  for  the first  ti~e Directive 83/183/EEC  on tax 
exemptions  applicable to perManent  imports  frOM  a  Me.ber State of  the 
personal property of  individuals 
Econot~~ic/Cassidy (A  2-173/87)  27.10.1987  (PV  p. II/11)  (C  2-215/86-
COM(87)  14 final) 
Directive  at~~ending Directive 83/182/EEC  on tax exemptions within the 
Co11mooity  for certain means  of  transport  temporarily  imported  into one 
Member  State fro• another 
The  CoMMission  <Lord  Cockfield>  stated that after the discussion of these 
three proposals on 8  July  1987  and  thetr referral back  to coauaittee,  which 
ParliaMent decided on 9  Juty 1987, ParliaMent and the Commission had  found 
a  basis for agree.ent  on  the  outstanding areas.  Subject  to a  nu.ber of 
drafting alterations, the Coamission could accept all the a•endments  wh;ch 
the Co•ittee on  Economic  Affairs proposed. 
Proposal I 
The  Co••ission was  entirely in agreement  with the content of No.  8  (new 
Article 3a>  concerning  the publication of  a  consolidated version of  the 
directives on VAT  exe~tion on final  importation of goods. 
Proposal  II 
The  Commission  also supported the  content of No.  9  (Article 2,  new 
paragraph 2a>,  which provided  that  after  1  January  199~ there  would  be  'no 
restriction any 110re'  but  it proposed alternative wording  in the interests 
of  legal  c la r i ty. 
Proposal  I II 
The  co ..  ission also agreed to the content of  A•en~ent No.  6  <to 
Article 5<a>>,  but preferred  an  expression  used by  the Court  of Justice 
('eo~anion having a  stable relationship with the student'>, ;n so far as 
national  laws  recognize this concept. 
As  regards the other amendments  to these three proposals,  the Commission 
had  already  stated  in  the  debate  on  8  July 1987  that  it could accept  them. 
Lord  Cockfield pointed out that these three draft directives were 
essentially  interim  measures  taken  to bridge the period between  now  and 
1992 and that to a  very  large extent  they  would be overtaken by  the 
comp let  ton  of  the  internal ,.  rket. 
(CRE  8.7.1987,  pp. 130- 132  and  CRE  26.10.1987,  pp. 10- 11) 
ANN.  II  -10-19)  -
0  I  Economic/Raftery  (A  2-183/87)  18  .. 11.1987  (M  p.  II/72)  (C  2-8/87 
( FR)  - COM ( 87)  52  final) 
IM  Council  directive  amending  Directive 83/189/EEC  lay·ing  down  a 
procedure  for  the  provision  of  information  in  the  field of 
technical  standards  and  regulations 
11..  Council  directive  laying  down  a  procedure  for  the  prov1s1on  of 
informa~·ion  in  the  field  of  technical  standards  and  regulations 
applying  to  ag~icultural products 
The  Commission  (Narjes)  said  that  it could  accept  all  the  amendments 
except  No ..  3~ 
As  rPgards  Amendment  No.  3,  Mr  Sutherland  pointed  out  earlier  in  the 
d~hate  thAt  the  Commission  doubted  the  practical  value of  deleting  the 
phr~-.~  'ds  far  as  possible•  in  Article  fH2>  of  the  proposal.  According 
to  the  Commission,  the  amendment  did  not  alter  the  nature  or  the  effect 
of  the  observations  .. 
Proposal II 
Parl1ament  approved  this  proposal  without  amendment ..  The  Commission 
point~d out  that  the  reason  why  two  proposals  had  been  presented  was 
related  solely  to  the  legal  basis.  However  following  discussions  in  the 
Council  it  had  been  decided  to  merge  the  two  texts  in  a  single  text 
based  0n  Articles  100<a>,  43  and  213 of  the Treaty  ..  The  system 
introduced  ir:  the  two  proposals  was  absolutely  identical. 
(VR  pp.  39/40  and  183) 
19)  - ~-)_ ..  ::~-~;-:.~:C~::J~.:..··:~:~T,·?'";.:/  •r.  2.-~~:'\·;:~·n  ·:CJ.(:."lc;.:3  ~?\'  p.  l:/2'.~  ~.~  2-C:.:,r;, 10t 
(SR)  Co:~r:1~ssion  s~~~-:.;;c :T~.  (.~:r.  ~:p.  ·.-2-93 
~  ~ r  ·~ .: I i v e  a  r:; t' r. (;.  ·:  n  g  :) i r c:  :.. :  ~ 
1v'i.7  E  .  .:  /'1  ~. 9 I E  ;: :  ~ ::.. .r: ,--, ~  d  cr  •• m  t  ,-, e  .:;  :~ 0 c  :.: d u  :-·  ,::_.  ·: .:..  -; 
c~e  ~rGvisio~  ~f  in7orm~tlo~  ~G  tne  ~ielj of  ~e~nn~~a~  sta~aar~s ana 
iec,;uLacions. 
The  Council's  common  position was  adopted without  amendments 
2 0)  •  O I  !-..ia/HeNen (A  2-225/87.)  16.12.1987 (PV  p. ll/28). (C.  2-150/87 
- COM( 87)  360 f1 n.)  '  .>  ·  ·  ~  ·  ·  .  . .  ~  .  '  ·  .  . 
. Dec1·sion concerning the .esiabl1shil8nt at  ·.ca...-ity. le..,.L· of. a  p:ol icy ·and. a 
·pl  .. of prtQrfty actfons.·.,.f9·r·. t~.  ~vel.op~t  .. o~ .  .'~: ~~fc)r~~i'~  -~·rv.i~e.s .::::.  ·\:> 
·  '  ·~r(ce_~.  t~~:}he  :~~,::JJ~<:J~(  :; ;}  (' .  ~· >  . \  .i. '>, .Jtii~; :  'i:• ,s.  ~f~;~~}}':~i<~ti'~  ··.~'·i~ •:f§: .. ·:. · 
·The  co.iH:Ion.:(llarjesl.'·safd it  . could acc.ept all:-_19 ·.  a•endiltints~···,..  .-.~.;;:.-~~,·· <  ·~~~ t·~~~-> 
II ~Ji  ~jj:~~~~;~;;.~~~:J.k~~~:~\~~~'4i~c;~;;~~:.;~!~~~:,j;;  ~~~h  \~Vt~,:~ 
. Parli••t  ··deeiecfthe· ....,.t- ·&Wcesaary:~f.~r. t.he ,.1·,.tr0d~ory  ·pa.ase of  ~the_.'\:-!!'~:.-.-.'?  .. 
. progr~~:.t~:·• .2P '  .. •iL~ian·.-~~y··f~f:~.189·)f.C'.>:25~. ~  L~~~-·:_~E~~  ... ~~r._J.99P  ....  ·~~.:  .-..~{~~.~··~~~·.:., 
:~~.:~~~~~~~~~c:~,~==~;~~~~j~7=!.~~~~~11~i­
.· .<c:aE  PP,~;~?i~~rf:  ;,:;i:M:J0.: i'!fr[·\·:~:~'f:Fii'· ·  +:~~:f{~;[¥-~;~t,\~~~~ 
------·------
21)  - o  I  Econo•ic/Lataillade  <A  2-291/87>  9.3.1988  <PV  p.  II/15) 
(C  2-196/87  - COM(86)  765  final) 
Directive  relating  to  the  transparency of  measures  regulating  the  pricing 
of medicinal  products  for  human  use  and  their inclusion within the  scope 
of  the  national  health  insurance  system 
The  Commission  (Lord  Cockfield)  stated that it could accept all of  the  21 
amendments  tabled  by  the  Committee  on  Economic  and  Monetary  Affairs,  which 
had  all been  adopted. 
(CRE  p.  26) 
ANN.II  -11-B.  l,EGAL  AFFAIRS  COMMITTEE 
22)  Legal/ Rogalla  A2-18/85  18.4.1985  CC  6.2.1985  Art.  100  of  EEC  Treaty 
<2-1652/85  - COM<84)  749  final> 
Directive  on  the  easing of  controls  and  formalities  app.licable  to nationals 
of  the  Member  States  when  crossing  intra-Community  borders 
The  EP  approved  the  Commission's  proposal  with  some  amendments.  Parliament 
regarded  the  proposal  for  a  directive  as  the  first  stage  in the  total 
abolition of  controls  and  hoped  that,  immediately  following  the adoption 
of  the  proposal  for  a  directive,  the  Council  would  advise  the Member 
States  to  refrain  from  producing or  continuing  systematic  checks  on 
nationals of  third countries  at  the  Community's  internal  frontiers. 
The  EP  also wanted  the  Commission  to  report lo it annually  on  the 
application of  the directive  and  to  be  supported  by  a  supervisory body 
which  would  help  the  Commission  to  monitor  the  directiv~•s enforcement. 
CPV  18.4.1985,  P- 11/18  <directive)  and  II/25  (resolution>> 
The  Commission  <Lord  Cockfield)  was  prepareQ  to accept  most  of  Parliament's 
amendments  but  considered  that  two-yearly  reports  would  be  adequate  and 
regarded  the  establishment  of  a  consultative body  as  unnecessary. 
(CRE  pp.  254-256) 
23)  - Legal  Affairs/Fontaine  CA2-139/8S>,  14  November  1985  <M  p.  II/15> 
CC2-71/85  - COMC85>  355  final> 
Directive on  a  general  system  for  the  recognition of  higher  educa-
tion diplomas 
The  Commission  CRipa  di  Meana>  stated that  it could accept  the 
amendments  tabled by  the Committee  on  Legal  Affairs and  Citizens• 
Rights,  which  were  all  adopted  and  that  it would  subMit  an  amende~ 
proposal.  The  Commission  agreed with  Parliament  that early adopt1on 
of  the directive was  desirable.  In  its White  Paper on  the  comple-
tion of  the  internal market  the beginning of 1987  was  given as the 
target date. 
CVR  p.  135> 
24)  Legal/Turner  CA2-150/85)  16.1.86  CPV  p.  II/31) 
<2-1376/84  - COMC84}  654  final) 
Directive  on  specific  training  in general  medical  practice 
The  Commission  <Lord  Cockfield)  could  accept  amendment  1  to  its proposal, 
defining  more  specifically the  conditions  of  the  additional  training, 
but  felt  that  amendment  2  was  too  restrictive.  According  to the 
Commission,  amendment  3  (on  checks  on  qualfications)  was  not  really 
necessary,  as  Member  States  would  always  be  entitled to ask  for 
confirmation of  the  authenticity of  diplomas  or  other evidence  of 
qualfications. 
(CRE  pp.  194-195) 
ANN. II  -12-25)  _ Legal/Turner  (A  2-88/86>  12  September  1986  (M  p.  II/39>  <C  2-165/85  -
COMC85)  775  final> 
d.  ·  on  the  legal  protection of  original  topographies  Proposal  for  a  1rect1ve 
of  semiconductor  products 
The  commission  (Cardoso  e  Cunha)  said that it could  accept  most  of  the 
amendMents  tabled  by  the Legal  Affairs  Committee  although it would  prefer 
some  of  the points to be  redrafted. 
The  ca.mission  <Cardoso  e  Cunha)  said that it could accept  A.endaent 
No.  1  (explicit  reference to Article 43  of the  EEC  Treaty)  and 
A•e~ents Nos.  2  and  3  (concerning the extension of  research to the 
distribution and •arketing of fishery products> 
d  P  t•  nt that the areas of  In addition,  Mr  Cardoso  e  Cunha  assure  ar 1a•e 
research  referred to  in A.e~nt 4  were  already  included in the progra ..  e 
proposed by  the  C~ission <VR  p.  265-266) 
26)  - Legal/Price  CA  2-217/86)  19.2.1987  CPV  p.  11/3)  (COM<84)  730  final  -
2-1743/84 
Directive on  the  freedom  of  establishment  and  the  free  supply  of 
services  in  the field of  mortgage  credit 
The  Commission  (Lord  Cockfield)  stated that  ~t  could  accept  24  of 
the  28  amendments  tabled by  the  Legal  Affairs  Committee  to its 
proposal1. 
The  Commission  was  not  prepared to accept  the  following  amendments: 
-No.  15  <to  insert  a  new  subparagraph  Cd>  in Article 9(2)). 
The  Commission  felt  that  this amendment  was  inconsistent  with  the 
general  thrust  of  its proposal,  which  was  based essentially on 
home  country  control. 
-No.  21  (relating to Article 10(1)  of  the  proposal). 
The  Commission  expressed a  preference  for  quarterly  reports  by 
credit  institutions providing services  in  another  Member  State. 
<The  EP  had  proposed  six-monthly  reports). 
- No.  22  (relating to Article  tOC2>  of  the proposal). 
The  Commission  was  opposed  to the deletion of  the  reference  to  the 
general  good  in that  this would  result  in  failure  to provide 
consumer  protection. 
-No.  27  <to  insert  a  new  paragraph  1<a>  in Article 11). 
ANN.II 
The  Commission  felt  that  granting  the  host  Member  State the  right 
to  limit  the  import  of  mortgage  credit  to  25%  of  the volume  of 
transactions of  domestic  credit  institutions for  a  maximum  period 
of  seven  years  was  in conflict with  the general  provisions of 
th~ Treaty. 
(CRE  pp.  16-17) 
-13-27)  - L~gal/Vayssade  <A2-239/86)  13.3.1987  (PV  page  11/25)  CC2-176/86  -
COM(85)  788  final) 
o; rective  or.  the  corrdination  of  laws,  regulations  and  adainistrative 
provisions  relating  to  ~he  reorganization  and  the  winding-up  of  credit 
institutions 
The  Comm~ssion  <Christophersen>  said  it  could  accept  15  of  the  20 
amendments  adopted  to  its  proposal.  It  could  not  however  accept 
amendments  nos.  23  <insertion  of  a  new  recital  after the  17th  recital>, 
9  (to  Art·icle S>,  10  <ne\J  Article  6a>,  11  (to  Article 7(1)  first  part> 
and  27  (to Article 7<1>  second  part). 
CAE  pp.  235/236) 
28)  - legal/De Gucht  (A2-163/86}  13.3.1987  tpy  page  11/13)  (C~-33/86 - COM(86) 
( FR)  1  Q)  f i na l>  _ 
28) 
(SR) 
Directive  amending  Directive  85/611/EEC  as  regards  jurisdiction  in 
disputes  arising  from  the  marketing  of  units  of  undertakings  for 
collective  investment  in  transferable securities (UCITS) 
Pc.n·liament  wished  to  amend  the  directive  by  introducing  a  reference  to 
the  Convention  on  Jurisdiction and  the  Enforce•ent  of  Judg•ents  in Civil 
and  Co•mercial  Matters. 
The  Commission  could  not  agree  with  Parliament  on  this,  firstly  because 
the  convention  had  not  been  ratified  by  all  Member  States  and  secondly 
because  Article  57  of  the  Treaty  of  Accession  probably  provided  a 
stronger  legal  basis than the convention. 
(CRE  p.  2?.1) 
- 2-ll-~~9~1/Wi  j senbeek  (A  2-282/87)  10.2.1988  (PV  pp.  1I/i9)  <C  2-25::, ~<:) 
Commission  standpoint:  CRE  p.  91  ...  .  .  .  -- ,, .. , __ ,.. 
Th,e  council's  common  position was  adopted without  amendments. 
29)  Legal/Vayssade  (A  2-96/87)  9.7.1987  CPV  p.  11/17)  CC  2-~/86- COM(86) 
169  final> 
The  own  funds  of  credit  institutions 
The  Commission  (Lord  Cockfield)  said that Article 5  of  its proposal  had  been 
drawn  up  before the  Council  decision of  22  June  1987  concerning  the 
Com•i•aion's  implementing  powers. 
Jn  its aMendment  to this article, Parliament  stated that  it should be 
consulted on  substantial  changes  to the  directive.  The  Co.•iss1on  saw  no  need 
for this •ddition as,  under  the Single Act,  ParliaMent  would  auto.atically be 
consulted on  any  major  changes.  Lord  Cockfield also rejected the aaendment  in 
so  far  as it provided for  consultation  in cases where  the  co ..  ission had 
iMPle ..  nting powers,  seeing  that  it would  run  counter  to the  siMPlification 
intended  under  the Single Act.  He  agreed  with Parliament,  however,  that 
Article s•s provisions  should  be  limited  to  technical  adjustments. 
Tht  CoM,M1ss1on  was  also unable  to accept  the amendMent  to Article 6  of  its 
propoi•l·  If there  were  a  requirement  to  notify the  Commission  of all 
National  legal  and  administrative provisions, as would  be  the  ca1e  if the  word 
'•ain'  were  deleted,  the Commission  would  be  flooded  with  inforMation  on 
largely unimportant  administrative  regulations. 
ANN. II  -14-The  Commission  accepted  the  amendments  to Article 3  of  its proposal,  under 
which  irredeemable  and  similar securities  were  added  to  the definition of  own 
fllldS. 
The  other amendments  were  also acceptable,  as  they  clarified the  text or 
brought  it  into  line  with  recent  Council  decisions,  such  as  the  directive of 8 
Oecember  1986  on  the  annual  accounts  and  consolidated accounts  of  banks  and 
other financial  institutions. 
CCRE  pp.  79-80) 
30)  - o  I  Legal/Vayssade  CA  2-181/87>  18.11.1987  (M  p.  II/60>  (C  2-88/,86-
COM(86)  396 final)  '  .  . 
Council  directive on  the obligations of branches established  ~n a  Me~r 
State by  credit  institutions  and  financial  institutions having  t_hefr 
head  offices outside  that M.-ber State  regarding the publication of 
annual  accounting  documents 
The  Commission  (Sutherland)  indicated that it could accept  in. pr1ncip.le 
all 14 amendments  tab  led  by  the Legal  Affa1 rs Co1111ittee  which ;were  .. .  . 
adopted  en  bloc. 
CVR  ~P· 15  and  182) 
31)  - 0  I  legal/VE>tter  (A  2-192/87)  18  .. 11.1987  CM  p ..  II/66)  (C  2-76/87-
COM(P.6)  397  final) 
Eleventh  Council  directive  based  on  Article 54(3)(g)  of  the Treaty 
co,..,r~•,ning  disclosure  requirements  in  respect  of  branches  opened  in  a 
Member  State  by  certain  types  of  companies  governed  by  the  law  of 
another  StatL, 
The  Com,nt$sion  tNarjes)  said it could  accept  all  the  amendments  tabled 
by  Parliament  but  considered  that  caution  was  required vis-a-vis  the 
Council  in  the  case  of  Amendment  No ..  15  (to Article 7  of  the proposal) 
in  '.Jhir.h  Partiament  advocated  a  more  stringent  system  for  drawing  up 
ann'.Ltl  ;Jc.·:punt.~,  .1nd  annual  reports  by  companies  from  third countries 
wit~1  bt·dnr·hr''·  ·1~1  the  Community,  1.e.  which  are  equivalent  to  or 
comparabl~  with  thP  relevant  Community  legislation. 
( VR  p p  ..  2  Q  l  ;~ !~  • tr , d  1  g ?. ) 
ANN. II  -15-32) 
- o  I  Legal/Barzanti  (Doc.  A 2-246/87>  20.1.1988  (PV  II/22) 
(Doc ..  c 2-38/86 - COM(86)  146  final). Commission  standpoint·:  CRE  pp. 
61-62)  •. 
Directive  on  the coordination of certain provisions  laid down  by  law, 
regulation or  administrative action  in Member  States concerning  the 
pursuit  of broadcasting activities 
The  Commission  (Lord  Cockfield)  said firstly that  it could  accept 
Amendment  No.  113  to  Article  2  to the effect that 60X of pr-ograaing 
time  not  devoted  to  news,  sporting events,  game  shows,  advertising or 
teletext services should be  reserved  for  broadcasts of  ComMunity  works 
within  the  meaning  of  Article 4. 
The  Commission  also accepted that the scope  of  the provisions concerning 
European  content  should  be  extended to the EFTA  countries or  the  ~ber 
States of the Council  of Europe. 
Subject  to some  rewording,  the COMMission  was  therefore able to accept 
Amendments  Nos.  25  and  27  <to  the third paragraph of Article 2>,  No.  31 
(to Article 3>,  No.  32  (to subparagraph  (a)  of Art;cle 4), No.  115  (to 
subparagraph  (b)  of Article 4>  end  No.  149  (to subparagraph  (b)  of 
Article 4>.  , 
Subject  to certain modi-fications of substance, the C01111ission  could also 
accept  Amendment  No.  28  (to Article 3). 
The  Commission  could  also accept  a  large number- of amendments  concerning 
advertising  and  sponsoring~  Concerning  the  proportion of advertising, 
Lord  Cockfield considered 15%  to be  reasonable.  At  certain hours, 
however,  the Commission  could  agree to 18X.  It could also accept  a 
derogation  for  local broadcasts but not  regional  broadcasts.  The-
Commission  could  therefore accept  the  following  amendments:  No.  38 
<subparagraph  (b)  of Article, 5), No.  41  (paragraph  1  of Article 6>, 
No.  42  (Article 8),  No.  43  (Article 10>,,No.  44  and  No.  45  (Article 12>, 
No.  46  (paragraph  1  of Article 13>,  No.  47  (paragraph  2  of Article 13> 
and  No.  48  (second  paragraph Z  of Article 13).  The  C01111ission  ,rejected 
the  following  amendments:  No.  39 and  No.  40  (after subparagraph  (b)  of 
Article 5),  No.  49  (Article 1_4)  and  No.  66  (Title II, chapter 1, 
section 1>. 
In respect of royalties, the Commission  could accept all the a11end•ents 
tabled by  the Committee  on  Legal  Affairs and  Citizens•  Rights, 
particularly those  which  proposed  a  system of arbitration. 
The  Commission  also  said that  it was  prepared to defend  the principle of 
the  right of  reply  <Article 20(a)  new). 
The  Commission  was  unable  to accept  the two  amendments  concerning 
competition  (Amendment  No.  32  - new  paragraph 2  of Article 1  and'No.  64 
- new  Article 22(a))  since  it took  the view  that  these added  nothing  to 
existing Treaty  law. 
( CRE  pp.  61/62) 
ANN. II  -16-C.  COMMITTEE  ON  TRANSPORT 
33) 1  34) 1  35)  .. 
- Transport /t(l i nk<:r;h,,  .-·~  -'  t1  r.-~ 193/  ~·~·  ~  19.11 .. 198 7  (M  p..  II  /61)  ( r.  2-186/87) 
I.  Directiv~ c;.  :  .....  ~(,  fo;- :nl.eduu~d air  servic~s between  Member  States 
II.  Councit  dec>->·  :1··~  tn(-'  .;t;.:;~~r.\-1  c.f  p.~ss~nger  capacity  bett~~een air 
r1rrier~  u:--·,  '<.:  •. t!d  a·::·  s~rvices  b~tween Memoer  Ststes  and  on 
;::.cc.ess  fur  ,, ...  ·  \,  ·:·r~,;r~  to  .::.ct'i,:c.luled  air service  rout~s betwfutn 
M.~mb["r  S  r ,, t .'  .. 
III  ..  l(c·gut~~-'vr~  ~  ... -~·  .. ·  ·K  .. ·-n  r'H:- r1:--ocedure  for  application of  the  rules 
on  cr'm:·., .  .- ~  i'  • ·  -;- :~;:-~-::-t·::!kir•g::  in  the  eir  transport  sector 
IV.  Rt:gi.Jl .:•t i.x,  0:1  : ;-.t- apot ·icat inn  of  Article 85<:5)  of the Treaty  to 
certain  r~tLy0:~~~ of  ag~e~~~nts and  concerted  practices  in the air 
transport  ~ecto~ 
Propo5a l  J ~  .l 
... ,; thout  3mendment .. 
As  regards  Am~::dT•If'IY~  Nt) ..  3  tC'  proposal  tv (Article 8,  COf"!Cerning 
consultation  ot  i-':J:"'!.1amen't  1'n  the  Commission  proposals  to  revise  the 
regulnt'iun>.~  L 1 H~  •  ::w,.,.i~~~·;,m  (CI_ i:1ton  Davis)  felt  it was  unnecessary  to 
change  -~he  tEXt  ~•;!,~a!·~1-::·  .~rticte  ~i'  of  the  EEC  Treaty  already  provided 
for  the  r.onsu U:at 'L:>r:  c:=  ;..,!'H' t ·i~ment  ... 
In  the  case  c·:  ·~·i,(~  ot.~,·::r  .?r.~c  .... ·~me;,t~,  the Commission  took  the  view  that 
it would  bt·  im!-- ···u•j•.!r!L  in  the  ·~xtreme  to  accept  them,  at  the  risk of 
undermining  t~~  pos~ibtlity of  securing  a  compromise  in  the  Co~ncil. 
( VR  pp.  24 ·:·- -::.'~  ·~~) 
ad  35 
Trensport/Wijsenbeek  (A  2-73/87)  19.6.1987  <PV  p.II/65)  (C  2-85/86-
COM(86)  328  final) 
AmendMents  to Regulation  (EEC)  No.  2821/71  of  20  DeceMber  1971  on 
application of Article  8.5<3>  of  the Treaty  to categories of  ag~ee•ents, 
decisions  and  concerted practices 
Parliament  adopted  two  amend•ents,  which  included  a  proposal  for •aking a 
general  exemption possible  for  the coordination of  timetables.  The 
Co•mission  (Sutherland)  thought  this addition unnecessary,  because 
coordination  was  already  iMPlied  in  the  proposed  exemption  for  slot 
allocations. 
(CRE  pp.  331-333) 
ANN. II  -17-36)  - Transport/Van der Waal  <A  2-75/86)  12  Septe~er 1986  <M  p.  II/7) 
(C  2-144/85  - COMC85>  610  final) 
Regulation  laying down  the conditions under  which  non-resident  carriers 
•ay  transport  goods  or passengers  by  inland waterway  within a  Me~er State 
The  Commission  <Clinton  Davis>  was  unable  to accept  the six a.endMents 
by  the Committee  on  Transport  to its proposal  since they added  nothing 
new  and  some  were  even  ir,relevant.  The  C01111ission  would 
carefully consider  the social  i•plications of  the regulation. 
(VR  p.  241) 
37)  - transport/Braun-Moser  <A  2-72/86>  12  September  1986  CM  p.  II/16) 
C 2-145/85  - COMC85)  611  final> 
Proposal  for  a  regulation  laying down  the conditions  under  which  non-
resident  carriers may  operate national  road  haulage  services  within 
a  Member  State 
The  Commission  <Clinton  Davis)  could  not  accept  Parliament's amendments 
to its proposal.  Amendment  No.1  (new  recital  2~and Amendment  No.4 
<Article  1  C1b>  new)were  unacceptable because  measures  to ensure  the 
freedom  to provide  services were  made  dependent  on  the  acceptance of 
measures  to eliminate distortions of  competition.  Although  both  were 
important  and  the  Commission  wished  to register  real  progress  in both 
areas,  it  rejected an  explicit  link between  the two. 
While  the other  amendments  contained good  ideas,Mr  Clinton  Oavis  considered 
them  to be  out  of  place  in  this particular proposal. 
(VR  p.  241/242) 
ANN. II  -18-~8)  *  Transport/Anastassopoulos  (A  2-95/~6>  11  September  1986  <M  P•  II/88) 
(C  2-10/85  - COM<85>  90  final) 
Memorandum  No.  3  from  the Commission  of  the European  Communities  to 
the Council  on  'progress  towards  a  common  transport policy- maritiMe 
transport'  and  proposals  to the  Council  for: 
1.  a Regulati,on  concerning co-ordinated  action to safeguard free 
access  to  cargoes  in ocean  trades; 
2.  a  Regulation  applying  the  principle of  freedom  to provide  services 
to  sea  transport; 
3.  a  ~cision amending  Decision  77/587/EEC  of  13  September  1977  setting up 
a  consultation procedure  on  relations between  Member  States and  third 
countries  in  shipping matters  and  on  action  relating to such  matters  in 
international  organizations; 
4.  a  ~rective concerning  a  common  interpretation of  the  concept  of 
hational  shipping  line'; 
5.  amendments  to the  proposal  for  a Regulation  laying  down  detailed rules 
for  the application of  Articles 85  and  86  of  the Treaty  to maritime 
tr~nsport; 
6.  a  ~gulation on  unfair pricing practices  in maritime  transport. 
The  Commission  (Clinton  Davis)  announced·that  it could  endorse  some  of 
Parliament's amendments1
•  These  concerned  a  package  of  measures  designed  to 
proter.t  Community  fleets against  increasingly  restrictive and  unfair 
practices  inside and  outsi~e the  Community.  Therefore emphasis  should be 
given  to  freedom  to provide  services. 
The  Commission  shared Parliament's  concern  that  the  terms  of  employment  and 
safety  conditions  failed  to meet  the  standards  set by  international 
conventions.  ln addition  Mr  Clinton Davis  responded  favourably  to 
Parliament's  request  to  investigate the  implications for  the employment  of 
non-Community  nationals  on  Community  vessels. 
If  tPe  existing memorandum  of  understanding on  controls to prevent  th~ use  of 
sub:;tandl1rd  vessels  was  not  seen  to be  working  satisfactorily the  Commission 
would  again  take  up  its proposal  for  a  Council  directive. 
The  Commission  intended to do  everything possible,together  ~ith other 
international  organizations,to  combat  maritime  fraud. 
(VR  pp.  225-229) 
ANN. II  -19-39). - *  Tr~nsport/Sapena Granell  (A  2-132/~7)  16.9.1987  (M  p.  II/7)  (C  2-148/87 
- CO"CS6>  595  final  2> 
4 0) 
Propos~l  for  d  regulation on  access  to the market  for  the  carriage of 
qopds  by  road  ~etween Member  States 
The  Commission  (Clinton Davis)  said that  it could  accept  the'- following 
amend.ments2: 
No.  5  (to Article 2(1)  of  the  Commission  proposal).  This  amend•ent 
st~tc~ that,  for  a  period  of  four  years  starting  in  1988,  thP.  Community 
44ota  shall  be  increased  annually  in principle by  40%.  The  CoMmission 
however  objected  to  the  words  'in principle'; 
No.  7  (to Article  2<3>>,  No.  11  <to  Article 3(3)), Ho.  12  to 
Article 3<4>>,  No.  16  <to  Article 6>,  No.  19  (to Article 11),  No.  20  (to 
Article  15<1>>  and  No.  21  (to Article 19),  concerning  the  date on  which 
the  regulation  would  enter  into  force  <1.1.1988  instead of  1.1.1987> 
Thr  Commissiun  ~as opposed  to  annual  decisions  in the  Council  on  the 
incn·a~f'  ot  the  Community  ouota  since  this  would  give  rise  to endless 
<.lisr.IJ:.~dons  in  the  Council.  (Amendment  No.8 to Article 2(4)). 
Mr  Ct inton  D  .... ,:i<::;  was  also  u:-uble  to  accept  a  simultaneous  reduction of  the 
!·11-•tt•rql  4lJ•Jt,1s  in  the  ~dtne  proportion  qS  the  proposed  increase  in  the 
(f.'mm~ni ty  ~.1uota,  since  implemt~ntat 1on  of  the  freedom  to provide  services 
coulq  not  be  made  subject  to  prior  harmonization  of  the  terl'!ls  of  competition 
(sP.e  Alilendment  No.  2  to  the  first  recital  which  referred  to  a  pa.··allel 
Libt?ralizatiun  ~nd harmoniloltion  of  the  conditions  of  competition).  Tt-re 
Commi·~~;;ion  took  the  view  t.h.1t  the~e  two  objectives  could  not  bf'  t.egally 
L  inki~,)  together. 
[n  .Jddit.ion  the  Commi~·;ion  wa:i  determined  to maintain  the  proposed  safeguard 
(  L,HJse  Cst·£'  Amendmf-mt·  Nn.  14  to Artir.lL"  5(3)).  Mr  Clinton  Davi:,;  c.onceded 
thiJt  the  worcf,nq  of  l.tlf'  Comr.l'ission's  text  was,  to  a  certain  extent, 
irnpr~cisc  but  took  thP  vit~w  that  the  alternatives proposed  by  the  Committee 
.,r;  TriJn:>pnrt  wf'r::  0.p!.JI• '/  i:nrrl?'r.ise. 
(Vfo'  pp.  59-- (Jl). 
Tr'n'ppr~/ibel  <A  2-230/87>  10.3.1988  CPV  p.  II/18)  (C  2-15/87-
COM<87l  31  final> 
~eg~la~ion  Laying  down  the  condi~ions under  which  ~on-re~id!nt carriers 
m~y  op,ra~t natipnal  road  passenger  transport  serv1ces  w1th1n  a  Member 
State 
The  Commission  (C~inton Davis>  was  able  to  accept  Compromise  Amendments 
Nos.  1  an~ 3  tabled by  the  Committee  on  Transport  p~rsuant to  Rule  40(2) 
of  th~  R~l•s of  Procedure. 
(CRE  p.  2B1> 
1111'  .'.'  .1mt•ndmt·nl·.  t.tblfld  bt  th•~  Committee  on  Transport  were  al~  adopttad  by 
p,,,. l  i dflll'nt. 
ANN. IT  -20-41) 
D.  CO~JT!EE ON  YOUTH, CULTURE, EDUCATION, INFORMATION  AND  SPORT 
- Youth/Macmillan-Scott  (A2-141/85>,  15  Nove~er 1985  (M  p.  II/27> 
(C2-81/85  - COM<8S>  431  final> 
Decision  adopting  an  action programme  of  the  ~nity  in education 
and  training  for  technology  - COMETT  (1986-1991) 
The  Commission  (Christophersen)  stated that  it could accept  aaend-
ments  Nos.  3  Con  the  submission of  an  annual  report  to Parlia  ..  nt>, 
51  and  55.  It  could not  accept  the  reaaining aaendMents  to its 
proposal.  The  Commission  agreed with Parliaaent that the action 
programme  ought  to be  adopted  by  the Council  before the  end  of this 
year  .. 
(VR  p.  293-294> 
42)  Youth,  Culture/Fontaine  (A  2-109/86)  13.11.1986  (M.  page  II/31) 
<C  2-12/86  - COM(86)  52  final) 
Decision  adopting  an  action  programme  for  the  promotion of  youth 
exchanges  in  the  Community  - YES  for  Europe  - 1987-1989 
The  Commission  <Cheysson)  stated its willingness  to accept  Amendment  No.  4 
to  its proposal  and  lower  the  minimum  age  for  participation in the 
exchange  programme  from  16  to 15  and  raise  the  maximum  age  from  25  to  26. 
However,  the  Commission  did  not  consider  it advisable to  raise the estimate 
for  1987-1989  from  30  to  50  million  <as  proposed  in  Amendment  No.  7>, 
nor  did  it  see  the  need  for  Amendment  No.  9. 
Amendments  No.  2  <eighth  recital>,  3  <eleventh  recital>,  5  (Article 3(c)), 
6  <Article  3,  new  subparagraph  <c>a>,  8  <new  Article 4a>,  10  (Article 7) 
and  12  (Annex,  Point  2.A.)  were  accepted  by  the  Commission. 
(VR,  pages  191-193) 
ANN. II  -21-E.  COMMITTEE  ON  THE  ENVIRONMENT,PUBLIC  HEALTH  AND  CONSUMER  PROTBCTION 
43)  First  reading 
Environment/Squarcialupi 
(Art.  100  of  EEC  Treaty) 
2-1134/84  14.12.84  cc  22.11.83 
(1-1111/83  - COM(83)  626  fin.) 
Directive  on  the  approximation  of  the  laws  of  the  Member  States  on  extraction 
solvents  used  in  the  production  of  foodstuffs  and  food  ingredients 
The  EP  welcomed  the  p,·oposal  for  a  directive,  which  regulated extraction 
solvents  at  Community  level,  but  believed that  the  many  exe~pt1ons it 
contained  would  make  effective  checks difficult.  Parliament  hoped  that  the 
Commission  would,  as  soon  as  possible,  submit  proposals  on  purity criteria 
for  solvents  which  were  important  with  regard  to health  and  possible  reactions 
with  foodstuffs  and  th~ environment.  The  EP  specified that  the  directive 
should  not  apply  to  food  additives,  and  also  sought  to amend  the  procedure 
for  adopting  technical  changes,  wishing  such  matters  to be  referred  to 
Parliament  instead of  to  a  regulatory  committee  (in this  case  the  Standing 
Committee  for  Foodstuffs). 
<PV  14.12.84,  pp.  57  (directive>  and  64  <resolution)) 
The  Commission  (Contogeorgis)  stated  that  it was  unable  to  comply  with  this 
Last  request,  since to  do  so  would  result  in  a  loss  of  flexibility.  It 
did  not  consider  it appropriate  to  exclude  additives  from  the  scope  of  the 
directive,  and  felt  it superfluous  to  require  the  pJrticulars  to appear  in 
the  language  of  the  country  in  which  the  product  was  marketed.  The  other 
amendments  tabled  by  the  Committee  on  the  EnvironmP.nt  coulo  b~ accepted. 
(CRE  p.  336) 
43)  Second  reading 
- 9~li-~Q~i~9~~~~!/Squarc~alupi  (A  2-278/87)  10.2.1988  (PV  p.  II/22)  (C  2-219/871 
D1rect1ve  on  the  approx1mation  of  the  laws  of  t.1e  Member  States  on  extraction 
solvents  used  in  the  production  of  foodstuffs  and  food  ingredients. 
Of  the  four  amendments  tabled  by  the  Committee  on.the  Environment,  nos  2 
and  4  were  rejected. 
Th~ Commission  (Lord  Cockfield)  said it  could accept  amendment  no.  1, 
wh1ch  shortened  the  deadline  for  re-examination  of  the  directive  to 
two  years. 
Wit~  reg~rd.to amendment  no.  3  (to Article 6,  concerning  'comitology'), 
the  Comm1ss:on,  when  asked,said that,  so  far  as  the  present  re~ort was 
concerned,  1t  could  accept  Parliament's  amendment. 
CCRE  p.  143) 
ANN.  II  -22-44)  First reading 
Environment/Sherlock  2-1149/84  12.12.84  CC  21.6.84  (Art.  100  of 
EEC  Treaty>  <1-351/84  - COM(84>  226  fin.,  complemented  by  COM(84)  532  fin. 
and  COM(84>  564  fin.> 
I.  Directive  on  the  approximation  of  the  laws  of  the  Member  States 
concerning  the  lead  and  benzene  content  of  petrol 
II.  Directive amending  Council  Directive  70/220/EEC  on  the  approximation  of 
the  laws  of  the  Member  States  relating to measures  to be  taken  against 
air pollution  by  gases  from  engines of  motor  vehicles 
The  EP  approved  the  general  tenor of  the  Commission's  proposals,  but  called 
on  the  Commission  to  shorten  the deadlines  laid down  in  the directives  for 
introduction of  the  new  standards. 
Parliament  thus  amended  proposal  1  to  the effect  that  the  maximum  permitted 
lead  content  of  0.15  g  per  litre for  leaded petrol marketed  in  the  Community 
was  to apply  from  1  July 1986  instead of  1  July  1989.  That  was  also to be 
the date  from  which  Member  States were  to ensure that  unleaded petrol 
(with  a  maximum  lead  content  of  0.010 g  per  litre)  was  availabl~ throughout 
their territory.  The  EP  deleted the provision whereby  the  Commission,  taking 
into account  specific difficulties due  to the  structure of  the  refining 
industry  and  the demand  patterns  for  leaded petrol,  could  allow  a  Member 
State to apply  a  maximum  lead  content  of  0.40 g  per  litre. 
Parliament  also wished  to bring  forward  the date  for  introduction of  the 
new  standards  in  respect  of  the  second  proposal  for  a  directive,  in this 
instance to 1  October  1986.  It  welcomed  the  Commission's  approach  of  leaving 
open  the  choice of  technology  and  was  of  the opinion,  in view  of  the  con-
siderable  costs  involved  in  the  fitting of  catalytic  converters  and  the 
subseQuent  increasea fuel  consumption,  that  strenuous efforts needed  to be 
made  to  find  alternative solutions.  The  Member  States  should  take  tax 
measures  to promote  the sale of  passenger  vehicles  harmless  to  the  environment. 
The  EP  called on  the  Commission  to  submit  a  multi-phase or  sing~e-phase 
plan which  considerably  shortened  the period of  time  for  attaining American 
emission  values,  and  urged  that  these deadlines  be  suitably staggered  for 
vehicles  of  less  than  2000  cc  capacity. 
<PV  12.12.84,  pp.  49  and  56  (directives>  and  65  (resolution)) 
43)  Second  reading 
Approval  of  the  common  position of  the Council: 
o  II  Environaent/Sherlock  (A  2-184/87)  18"11.1987  (M  p.  II/27)  CC 
2-142/87) 
Directive  amending  Directive 70/220/EEt on  the  approximation  of  the  laws 
of  the  Member  States  relating  to  measures  to  be  taken against air 
pollution  by  gases  from  th~ engines  of  motor  vehicles  (passenger 
vehicles) 
The  Council's  common  ~osition was  approved  without  amendment  dfter  two 
amendments  tabled  by  the  Environment  Committee  were  withdrawn. 
(See  Partia~ent's earlier  opinion  adopted  on  19~December 1984- Sherlock 
report). 
NN.II  -23-45)  Environment/Schmid  2-1777/84  7.5.1985.Art.  100  and  235  of  EEC  Treaty  <2-803/84 
- COM<84>  513  final) 
46) 4 7) 
A directive  relating  to  restrictions on  the marketing  and  use  of  certain 
dangerous  substances  and  preparations  <Second  PCB/PCT  Directive> 
The  Commission's  proposal  for  a  directive had  been  CIR)rOVed  as  aneded by the  EP  01 
15  march  1985.  The  Commission  (Clinton  Davis)  had  then  said that it could not 
accept  amendments  Nos  1,  5, 6,  9,  10  and  11  to its proposal,  whereupon  the 
vote on  the motion  for  a  resolution was  postponed  pursuant  to Rule  36  <2>  of 
the Rules  of  Procedure. 
In  these amendments  the  EP  called for  an  immediate  ban  on  the use of  PCBs  and 
PCTs  as  primary materials  and  intermediate products for  processing  into other 
products not  prohibited by  the  Directive, 
and  restriction on  Member  State4 discretionary powers  to carry out  a  number  of 
the  Directive's provisions.  (See  CRE  14.3.1985,  pp.  246-248  and  PV  15.3.1985, 
p.  11/23  (directive>> 
In  the  resolution adopted on  7  May  1985  the  EP  maintained  its amendments  and 
stated that disposal  capacity for  PCB  and  PCT  in  the Community  was  inadequate: 
conseQuently it called for  changes  to Directive No.  76/403/EEC. 
(PV  7.5.1985,  p.  II/2) 
Environment/Nordmann  A2-6/8)  19.4.1985  CC  23.1.1984  and  13.2.1984  Art.  100 
and  235  of  EEC  Treaty  (1-1331/83- COMC83)  754  final  and  1-1452/83- COMC84>  23 
finaL> 
I.  ~rective on  consumer  protection  in  respect  of  the  indication of 
prices for  non-food  products 
II.  Directive  amending  Directive  79/581/EEC  on  consumer  protection 
in  the  indication of  the  prices  of  foodstuffs 
The  EP  welcomed  the  fact  that  the  Commission  had  extended  the  principle 
of  displaying  selling prices  and  unit  prices  to  non-food  products. 
However,  Parliament  wanted  an  exemption for  multiple  tax  of  products  which 
are  themselves  exempted,  while  taking  the  view  that  the  automdtic  exemption 
of  small  retail  businesses  from  the  indication of  unit  prices  would 
jeopardize  the effectiveness  of  the  directives. 
CPV  19.4.1985,  p.  11/6 and  8  (directives>  and  II/11  <resolution)) 
The  Commission  accepted  the  amendments  adopted  by  the  EP  with  the  exception 
of  the  amendment  extending  the  exemption  to multi-packs  of  units  which  were 
themselves  exempted. 
(CRE  pp.  280-281) 
---------------------------·-------------------------------------------------
ANN. II  -24-- ..  -~  .. ----------------- ---~·----···_,.. ________________________ .. __________________________ _ 
18)  Environrn~nt/S chleicher  A2-53/85  14.6.85  CC  15.10.84  <Art.  235 
of  EEC  Treaty)  (2-777/84  - COM(84)  489  final) 
Directive  on  the  approximation  of  the  laws  of  the  Member  States  relating 
to  quicK-frozen  foodstuffs  for  human  consumption 
lhe  EP  welcomed  the  Commission's  proposal,  but  regretted  that  it did  not 
inclu~~ a  standard  sampling  procedure  and  method  of  analysis  and  wished 
to  set stricter provisions  regarding  the  implementation of  controls. 
(PV  14.6.85,  pp.  II/35  (directive)  and  II/41  (resolution)) 
The  Commission  (Cheysson)  stated that  it could  accept  amendments  1,  2, 
3,  4~  6,  10  and  11,  but  not  Nos.  5,  12,  13  and  14. 
CCRt  ~p.  308/309) 
49) ..  Hwironment/Tongue  <A2-156/85)  16.1.86  <PV  p.  ll/1,4) 
(1-1360/83  - COM<8S)  752  final) 
Recommendation  on  fire  safety  in  existing hotels 
Although  Parliament  had  pressed  for  this subject  to  be  dealt  with  by 
means  of  a  regulation,  the  Commission  <Lord  Cockfield)  stated that 
in  the  shor:t  term  only  a  recommendation  could  be  attained. 
Nevertheless,  the  Commissio~ would  be  submitting  a  draft  directive 
in  1987  th~t  would  deal  with  safety  in  all  public  buildings, 
i r. c L  ud i ng  .  ,  o t e l s • 
<CRE  pp.  cOZ-203) 
50)  Environment/Collins 
COM(84)  295  final) 
A 2-100/85  11.10.85  <PV  p.  II/16)  (1  - 359/84  -
Directive amending  Directive 81/602/EEC  concerning  the prohibition of certain 
substances  having  a  hormonal  action and  of  any  substances  having  a  thyrostatic 
action. 
The  Commission  (Cheysson)  stated that it could accept  amendments  1, 3, 5,  7  to 
12  and  14, all  tabled by  the  Committee  on  the  Environment.  It could not 
accept  amendments  4  and  16,  which  would  mean  Parliament acquiring 
responsibilities  which  normally  belonged  to a  management  co•mittee. 
The  Commission  reserved  judgment  on  the  EP's  view  that oestradiot 17  B, 
testosterone and  progesterone  should  be  used  only  for  therapeutic purposes. 
This  finding  conflicted with  the  opinions  of  the scientific  committees  that 
the  Commission  had  consulted,  according  to which  the  use  of  these  hormones  had 
no  harmful  effects  on  the  consumer's  health.  The  Commisson  would,  however,  be 
considering this  matter again shortly. 
(CRE  of  10.10.85,  pp.  272-273) 
--------------------------------~------~-----~---~~---------------~~-~~--~-~--~ 
ANN.  II  -25-51)  ,  52) 
~nvironment/Parodi  {A2-153/85,  16.1.86  (PV  p.  II/36) 
<2-802/84  - COMC84)  437  final) 
I.  Directive  on  the  approximation  of  national  measures  relating to 
tl1e  placing  on  the  market  of  high  technology  medicinal  products, 
particularly  those  derived  from  biotechnology 
II. Directive  amending  Directive  75/318/EEC  on  the  approximation  of 
the  law3  of  the  Member  States  relating  to analytital,  pharmaco-
toxicological  and  clinical  standards  and  protocols  in  respect 
of  the  testing of  proprietary medicinal  products 
I!l. Directive  amending  Directive  81/852/EEC  on  the  approximation  of 
th~  Laws  of  the  Member  States  relating  to analytical,  pharmaco-
toxicological  and  clinical  standards  and  protocols  in  respect 
of  the  testing  of  veterinary medicinal  products: 
IV.  Recommendation  concerning  tests  relating to the  placing on 
the  market  of  proprietary medicinal  products 
V.  Directive  amending  Directive 65/65/EEC  on  the  appr·oximation  of 
provisions  laid down  by  law,  regulation or  administrative action 
relating  to proprietary  medicinal  products 
On  proposal  I, the  Commission  <Lord  Cockfield)  was  against  the deletion 
of  a  refprence  to  the  need  for  a  favourable  regulatory  environment 
for  the  manufacture  of  high-technology  medicinal  products  (amendment  5). 
On  proposal  V,  the  Commission  could  not  accept  amendment  16,  which 
provided  for  the  imposition  of  a  licence  fee,  since  it  could  lead to 
Member  States  imposing  widely  differing  levels  of  licence  fees  which 
r.ould  distort  the  market. 
(CRE  pp.  199-201) 
53)  54) 
Environment/Collins  (A  2-5/86)  18.4.1986  CPV  p.  11/58>  (C  2-38/85 
- COM(85)  192  final) 
Directive  concerning  the  examination of  animals  and  freshmeat  for  the presence 
of  residues 
The  £g~mi~§iQ~  <Varfis)  accepted  Amendments  Nos.  1  to 4  to the proposal, 
all of  them  tabled by  the  Environment  Committee. 
(CRE  p.  275) 
55) 
*Environment/Van  der  Lek  (A  2-16/86)  16.4.1986  (PV  p.  II/7; 
2-1530/84  - COMC84)  703  final) 
Dir~ctive on  the  approximation  of  the  laws  of  the  Member  States  relating 
to  infant  formulae  and  follow-up  milks 
The  f9.mmi~!iQD  <Lord  Cockfield)  announced  on  11  March  1986  that  it was 
happy  to  accept  the  following  amendments  to its proposal,  all of  theM 
tabled  by  the  Environment  Committee:  Nos.  2,  4, 8,  10, 11,  15, 16, 17, 
18,  20,  21,  23,  24,  25,  26,  27,  29,  30,  31,  32  and  33. 
It  could  not  accept  Amendments  Nos.  1,  5,  6,  14  and  the  first part  of 
No.  27,: at  Least  in  their present  wording,  which  sought  to  replace  the 
term  'infant  formula'  by  the  term  'breast-milk  substitute'. 
The  Commission's  proposed definition was  tighter and  more  precise, 
and  provided  more  protection  then  the  WHO  code's  use  of  the  term  'breast-milk 
substitute•,  said  Lord  Cockfield. 
ANN. II  -26-On  Amendment  No.  3,  the  Commission  felt  that  its own  text  off@red  wider 
scope  for  the  adoption  of  specific· rules.  The  date  specifie.d  in  the 
amendment  <1  July  1987)  was  unacceptable. 
Amendment  No.  7,  seeking  to define  follow-up  milks  as  products 
intended particularly  for  infants over  six months  old, did not,  said  the 
Commission,  accord  with  the  scientific opinion it had  obtained,  which  was 
that  follow-up  milks  were  suitable for  use  by  imfants over  the age  of  four 
months. 
The  Commission  thought  Amendment  No.  9  would  weaken  the directive.  The 
storage  requirements  covered  by  Amendment  No.  19  were  for  the most 
part  already  mandatory  under  Directive 79/112/EEC  on  the  labelling 
and  presentation of  foodstuffs,  which  als~ applied to this directive. 
fhe  Commission  was  also opposed  to  Amendments  Nos.  22  and  28.  It was 
willing  to accept  No.  31,  on  donations  to institutions,  although  the 
guidelines  to  which  the  amendment  referred had  not  yet  bef:n  agreed  by  the 
WHO. 
Finally,  the  Commission  was  prepared to modify  its proposal  in  line  with 
Amendment  No.  32.  A complete  ban  on  advertising,  however,  was  not 
possible  for  legal  reasons. 
<CRE  of  11  March  1986,  pp.  44  - 47) 
When  the  Commission  proposal  was  put  to the  vote  the  rapporteur  announced 
that  since  the  debate  in March,  a  number  of  aspects  had  been  clarified and 
the  Commission  now  concurred  with  Parliament's wishes  to a  considerable 
extent,  if not  on  every  point. 
(CRE  of  16  April  1986,  p.  161) 
56)  ,  57) 
- Environment/Schleicher  <A2-235/86)  10.3.1987  (PV  page  II/40)  (C2-24/86  -
COM<86)  89  final;  C2-23/86  - COM(86)  87  final) 
I.  Directive  amending  Directive  79/112/EEC  on  the  approxiMation  of  the 
laws  of  the  Men~ber  States  relating  to  the  labelling,  preser.tati"~n 
and  advertising of  foodstuffs  for  sale to the ulti•ate consumer 
II. Directive  on  the  approxiaation  of  the  laws  of  the  l'let1ber  States 
concerning  food  additives  authorized  for  use  in  foodstuffs  intended 
for  human  consumption 
Proposal  for  a  directive  I:  The  CoMission  (Lord  Cockfield)  said  it 
r.ould  not  accept  most  of  the  aaend•ents,  because  they  did  not  relate  to 
the  Commission's  present  proposal  but  were  intended  to  bring  about 
modifications  in  the  existing  directive.  (The  a•end.ents  in  question 
were  nos.  2  to 10,  11  - second  indent,  14, 16  and  17). 
The  Commission  could  agree  to  aaend•ents  no.  11  - first  indent  <to 
Article 1(14))  and  13  <to  Article 1(16)).  It  could  also  accept  in 
principle  amendments  no.  1  (to the  seventh  recital)  and  12  <to Article 1 
(paragraph 14)). 
In  amendment  No.  1  Parliament  came  out  in  favour  of  a  general  ban  on  the 
marketing  of  treated  foodstuffs  or  foodstuffs  containing  an  ingredient 
that  has  previously  been  treated. 
ANN.  II  -27-~rap~  sa  ~  tor  ~  d i  ~ec  t i ve 1  ~I  \  t~  s  ~~~~~  ~!s  1 i  ~:) P  ~~~;~  ~= \  ~=enad!e~~n~  ~c 
commlsslon  re)e~te  no.  vitamins  and  proteins  as  additi'Ves.  The 
.:~,n·-;ide~~d  nutrlents  such  as  o  20  was  technically  inappropriate 
tommi ·;·;lon  also  thought  am_endtednt  n.~hin  the  scope  of  the  directive 
bP.cau<:>e  it  set  out  to  1nC  u  e  W1  fl  .  The 
,'ds  plant  protection  products  and  avour1.ng.  :>!"ocessing  a  ,  d  c  1ty  rules 
commission  did  think  however  that  specifically  prepare  ommun 
on  th~se categories  would  be  desirable. 
Commission  did  not  rule  out  the  concept  of  one  implementing 
The  but  thought  it  should  be  introduced  step  by  .step.  I f. 
dir·ective,  th"  proach  the  Commis:non  woulo 
Parliament  were  able  to  agree  to  1S 2;P  23  24  25  26  - first part, 
Jlso  be  able  to  accept  amendments  nos.  ,  ,  ,  , 
27,  28,  29,  30,  32  and  33. 
r~e  Commission  could  accept  Parliament's  extension  of  th~ha~~~  ~~ 
categories  in  Annex  I.  It  could  not  accept  the  proposed 
Annex  II (amendment  no.  35). 
(CRE  pp.  18-19) 
58)  1  59) 
- Environ.ent/Jepsen  CA2-240/8S>  10.3.1987  CPV  page  II/21)  (C2-25/86  -
COM(86)  90  final;  C2-26/86 - COM(86)  91  final) 
I.  Directive  on  the  approximation  of  the  laws  of  the  N•ber  States 
relating  to  materials  and  artie les  intended  to  COlle -into  contact 
with foodstuffs 
II. Directive  on  the  approximation  of  the  laws  of  the  M•ber  States 
relating  to foodstuffs  intended for particular nutritional uses 
Proposal  for  a  directive  I:  The  Comraission  (Lord  CockfiC!ld)  ·said  it 
could  only  accept  amendment  no.  12  to  the  annex  of  the  proposal.  The 
amendments  on  the  concept  of  high  standards  of  protection  were 
wnnecessary,  because  the  Commission  already  followed  that  principle.-The 
Coramission  also  thought  it  inappropriate  to  include  in  the  directive 
undertakings  to  inform Parliaraent  about  specific draft directives.-
Proposal  for  a  directive  II:  The  Co•ission agreed  to the deletion.-of  a 
reference  to  Article 100  of  the  EEC  Treaty,  which  ~ccording  to 
Parliament  would  be  superse-ded after the Single Act  ca•e into· force.-
•  ·.  .  •  '  •  t._~  )~  .....  ;··  '  • 
The  Commission  could  in  principle  accept  a•end~nts  to. "rticle 2<1>, 
Artie le 4<2> <h>  and  the  insertion  of  a  ·new  article-after- Articl~ 8, 
subject  to redrafting.  ·-· .. 
..  .. 
The  ComMission  again  rejected  amendMents  which  •ad•  provision· for  the 
_1-nforMat ion  and  consul  tat  ion of the European Parl1aMnt.  ·  · 
(CRE  pp.  17-18) 
ANN. II  -28-60)  First reading 
Enviro~ent/Vittinghoff  <A  2-88/87)  19.6.1987  (PV  p.II/60>  (£  2-63/86-
COM<86>  261  final  and  COM(86)  273  final) 
I.  Directive amending  Directive 70/220/EEC  on  the  approximation  of  the 
laws  of  the Member  States relating to measures  to be  taken  against  air 
pollution by  gases  from  engines  of  motor  vehicles 
II. Directive  on  the approximation  of  the  laws  of  the Member  States 
relating to the measures  to  be  taken  against  the  e.ission of  gaseous 
pollutants  from  diesel  engines  for  use  in vehicles 
The  Commission  (Sutherland)  could  not  accept  Parliament's  amendments  to 
proposal  for  a  directive I.  Parliament  wanted  lower  limits and  later 
introduction during  the  first  stage,  which  according  to  the  Commission 
would  make  it difficult  to  reach  a  compromise  between  the  ~ember States, 
as  many  of  them  wanted  Community  measures  as  soon  as possible. 
The  Commission  wanted  more  detailed  research  to  be  carried out  for  the 
second  stage,  so  a  comprehensive  proposal  could  be  put  forward  before  the 
end  of  1988. 
Parliament  did not  propose  any  changes  to proposal  for  a  directive II. 
<CRE  pp.  326-327> 
60)  Second  reading 
Amendment  of  the  common  position of  the Council: 
o II Environment/Vittinghoff  {A  2-185/87)  18~11.1987 (M  p~  II/28)  CC 
2-141/87) 
Directive  on  the  approximation  of  the  laws  of  the  Member  States  relating 
to  the  measures  to  be  taken against  the emission of  gaseous  pollutants 
from  diesel  engines  for  usP  in  vehicles 
After  the  votP.  on  the  two  amendments  to  the Council's  common  position, 
the Commiss1on  (Clinton  Davis)  confirmed  that  it could  not  accept  the 
amendments .. 
61)  First reading 
-
0  I  E:nvi  ronm~nt/Sherlock  (A  ?.-169/Bl>  ?.8 .. 10  ..  19~7 (PV  p.  I 1/44) 
<  C 2-89/85  - COM< 85 >  3 64  f i n8l> 
Directive on  th~ approximation of  the  laws,  regulations and administrative 
provisions  of  the  Member  States  relating  to  the  classification, packaging 
and  labelling of  dangerous preparations. 
The  23  amendments  proposed  by  the  Committee  on  the Environment  were 
adopted en bloc by  the House.  The  Commission  (Lord  Cockfield)  accepted 
the  spir1t  and  substance  of  the  following  14  amendments:  Nos.  2  (6th 
recit.aL>,  3  <7th  recital>, 4  (Article 1(1)), 5  (Article 1(3)(0), 
10  (Article 3),  11  (Article 4>,  12  (Article 7), 13  (Article 8(1)>, 
14  (Article 8(2)), 15  (Article 8(5)), 16  <Article 8(6)) 
17  (Article 8(8)),  19  (new  Article 8a)  and  20  (Article  11). 
ANN. II  -29-AmP.ndment  No.  1  <to  the 5th  recital> ·was  lttrgely accP.ptablE'  to the 
Commissio",  except  for  the  delPtion of  thP  words  • in pursuit of a  hobby'. 
The  o b j e c  t ion  t o  Am e ncim en  t s  No s.  6  ii n  d  7  ( t o  A  r t i c I.,..  1 ( 3) ( k  )  and  ( l> )  was 
that  they  would  add  new  exemptions  to  the  direct;vP.. 
Amendments  Nos.  Rand 23  relate to pesticides,  which  are already covered 
by  Directive  78/361.  That  directive,  which  goes  back  to  1978,  is  less 
stringent  than the proposals  under discussion and  that  is why  the 
Commission  wants  pesticides  to be  covered  by  the  new  directive. 
Amendment  No.  Q  (to Article 2>  is simply  a  matter of  legislative 
tec.hnique.  Both  Commission  and  Parliament  agree  that  no  system of 
notification should be  allowed to creep  into this directive. 
Amendment  No.  18  <to  Article 8(5))  was  rejected by  the  Commission  on 
grounds  of  logic. 
Amendment  Nos.  21  and  22  (to Article 13(3)  and Article 14)  deal with  a 
'comitological'  problem.  Parliament  proposed  the  adoption  of  the  advisroy 
committee procedure  <which  should in principle be  used for  internal market 
proposals).  However,  all  the  directives  already  adopted  in this  sector 
use the  regulatory  committee procedurE'. 
In  conclusion, Lord  Cockfield  said  there  was  very  little of  substance  on 
which  the views  of Parliament  and  the  Commission differed. 
(CRE  pp.  109  - 110) 
61)  Second  reading 
The  Council's  common  position was  adopted without  amendments. 
(13.4.1988) 
62) 
- o  Environment/Jackson  <A  2-180/Bn  18.11  .. 1987  <M  p  ..  II/80)  (C 
2-194/86 - COMC86)  747  final) 
Directive on  the official  inspection  of  foodstuffs 
The  Commission  <Narjes>  said  that  it  could  accept  Amendments  Nos.  1-9 
but  that  Amendments  11  and  12  were  unacceptable  .. 
Amendment  No.  11  states  that  the agents  responsible  for  the  inspection 
may  take  note  of  all  relevant  documents  (Article 8  of  the  proposal).  The 
Commission  took  the  view  that  this  introduced  an  element  of  uncertainty 
given  that  it is difficult  to  establish  what  criteria determine  whether 
or  not  a  document  is  relevant  .. 
Amendment  No.  12  <Article  2  new  paragraph  1a>  was  rejected by  the 
Commission  becaus:  it made  intra-Community  inspection  compl!lsory;  this 
could  create  barr1ers  to  trade  when  the  purpose  of  the  directive  is  to 
remove  such  barriers  by  more  stringent  inspection  in  the  country of 
production  .. 
In  the  case  of  Amendment  NoM  13  (new  Article  12a)  the Commission 
objected  on  institutional  grounds  since  in  its view  a  work  programme  on 
which  Parliament  and  the Commission  had  reached  agreement  did  not  need 
to  be  submitted  to  the Council .. 
(VR  pp.  60/61  and  1 84) 
ANN. II  -30-Nr.  63  FR  19.2.1982(Environment/Ghergo) (doc.  1-643/81) 
Nr.  63  :  Second  reading 
- o II Environ.ent/Schleicher  <A  2-326/87>  9.3.1~88  (PV  p.  11/26> 
<C  2-218/87)  ~ 
Directive on  the approximation  of  the  laws  of  the Me•ber  States relating 
to flavourings  for use  in foodstuffs  and  to source •aterials for  their 
production 
The  13  amendments  tabled by  the Committee  on  the Environaent  were  adopted 
en  bloc.  The  Co•mission  (Lord  Cockfield>  was  able to accept the 
following:  No.  1  (to the fifth  recital>,  the first part of No.  2  <to  the 
ninth  recital), No.  3  (deleting the tenth  recital>, No.  4  (deleting the 
eleventh recital), No.  8  (deleting Article 6), No.  9  (deleting Article 7> 
and  No.  11  (to Article 9<2>>. 
It was  unable  to accept  Amendments  No.  5  (to Article 6(2>>,  on  the grounds 
that this material  should  be  dealt with in a  separate directive, and  No.  6 
<to  Article  4>  laying  down  stricter purity requirements  as  it regarded  the 
Council's position as an  acceptable  compromise.  It was  able to accept  the 
remarks  concerning  coeitology  in Amendment  No.  7  (to Article 5)  but Lord 
Cockfield  felt that the deadline for  establishing certain conditions put 
forward  in this amendment  (1  July 1990>  was  unrealistic.  In  respect  of 
Amendments  Nos.  10 and  12  <to  Article 9(1)  and  Article 10  respectively>, 
the  Commission  pointed out  that  these  were  tech~ical matters and  that the 
procedure  laid down  in Article 11  was  the correct one. 
a  13 
The  commission  was  only able to accept  the first part of  Amendment  No. 
<to  Article 11>.  It could  not  support  the  second  part  (concerning 
paragraph  4)  which  advocated  the  procedure  under  Article 100a  of the  EEC 
Treaty  as  it involved  technical  changes  which  should  be  discussed by  a 
type 3a  co•mittee. 
(CRE  p.  40-41) 
ANN. II  -31-